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Abstract
This thesis studies the service provision issues of Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT) 
in a single Intelligent Network (IN) and multiple IN environment In particular, the focus is 
placed on the IN-to-IN interaction issues between Public Switched Telephone Networks 
(PSTNs). These interaction issues include inter-network traffic, storage of service data, IN 
interface points and call control related issues. Based on these issues, schemes that specify the 
provision of UPT service can be designed. These schemes are referred to as UPT service 
provision schemes in this thesis.
To illustrate how the interaction issues can be applied to the specification of service provision 
schemes, a new service provision scheme that specifies the IN-to-IN interactions between PSTNs 
is designed. This scheme is analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively. Furthermore, a 
computer simulation is performed to verify the correctness of the theoretical results. The 
analysis concludes that the new scheme is suitable for the initial deployment of UPT service.
This thesis also discusses the IN-to-IN interaction issues that affect UPT service provision 
between PSTNs and the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN). A new approach in designing 
UPT service provision schemes between PSTNs and the PLMN is presented. An example is also 
provided to illustrate the feasibility of this design technique.
In addition, the impact of queuing delay on the different UPT service data distribution schemes 
is studied. In the study, a new equation that describes the total signalling traffic in a network is 
derived.
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This thesis studies the issues that affect the provision of UPT service in a single Intelligent 
Network (IN) and a multiple IN environment In particular, IN-to-IN interaction issues 
between Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs) will be discussed. Based on these 
issues, schemes that specify the provision of UPT service over multiple INs (service 
provision schemes) can be designed. A new service provision scheme is presented to 
illustrate the relevance of these interaction issues. The new scheme is then compared 
qualitatively and quantitatively with die one discussed in [FSY90] and [CFCC92]. This 
comparison will show that the study of the service provision scheme design carried out in 
this thesis is more in-depth than either of those papers. Furthermore, the IN-to-IN  
interaction issues (that affect UPT service provision) between PSTNs and the Public Land 
Mobile Network (PLMN) will also be addressed. The author proposes a new technique for 
designing service provision schemes over the PLMN. The new technique allows network 
designers to breakdown a complicated service provision scheme design problem. In 
addition, the impact of queuing delay on different service data distribution schemes will be 
examined quantitatively.
Nowadays, as travelling becomes more common, the need for people to stay in touch with 
one another also increases significantly. The boom of pagers and the mobile telephone 
service are examples of such needs. The desire of allowing oneself to be reached by others is 
referred to as accessibility.
In addition to being accessible, people also wish to control their accessibility. For example, a 
person may not wish to be contacted by his or her colleagues outside business hours. He or 
she may redirect after hours calls to a voice mailbox. The ability of controlling one's 
accessibility is referred to as controllability.
Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT) is a telecommunication service that offers its 
subscribers accessibility as well as controllability.
1.1 . What is UPT?
UPT is a telecommunication service concept that encompasses the following features:
• Personal mobility
The concept of personal mobility is often confused with the mobility offered by the 
mobile telephone service. Mobile telephone users can receive and originate calls from  
anywhere, provided they carry their mobile terminals with them. This is because
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mobile terminals are tracked by the telephone network. This type of mobility is 
associated with the mobile terminal, and hence the term terminal mobility. UPT, 
however, tracks its subscribers and not the mobile terminals. This type of mobility is 
associated with the person, and therefore, it is called personal mobility. With 
personal mobility, no restriction is imposed on the terminal type. Thus, the concept of 
personal mobility can apply to both wireline and wireless networks.
• Unique UPT number over multiple networks
It is common for a person to have more than one telephone number: office number, 
mobile number and so on. It is desirable to combine these numbers into a single 
number.
A unique number is assigned to each UPT subscriber by the service provider, this 
unique number is called the UPT number. This number is an abstract representation 
of a UPT subscriber, which allows identification of a UPT subscriber independent of 
access terminals.
UPT numbers are used by the network to identify and track the current location of 
UPT subscribers. Specifically, a UPT subscriber informs the network about his or her 
current location by sending his or her UPT number, a password and the directory 
number of the terminal to the network. This procedure is known as the registration 
procedure.
The concept of using a single UPT number can be applied not only to voice networks, 
but to other networks such as Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN). For 
example, a UPT subscriber who is registered on a basic rate ISDN line, can answer 
voice, circuit data and packet data calls. Thus, a single UPT number is sufficient to 
identify a person and all of their services over multiple networks.
• Receive calls from anywhere
Since the network is able to track the movement of its subscribers, calls can be routed 
to the current location of subscribers, wherever they may be.
• Personal Charging
Since the network can track the movement of its subscribers, any calls originated by 
the UPT subscriber can be identified. Consequently, telephone bills can be charged to 
the UPT subscriber, rather than to the terminal
• User controlled call screening
The concept of call screening is not new. Calling line identification, for example, 
displays the calling line information before the call is answered, which allows the 
called party to screen out unwanted calls.
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Calling line identification is only a basic example of call screening. UPT is able to offer 
advanced call screening functions to achieve controllability. In particular, UPT service 
enables its subscribers to configure call screening based on time of day and day of 
week. For instance, a UPT subscriber can forward calls to a voice mailbox between 
lpm  and 2pm every weekday. Furthermore, UPT subscribers can modify their call 
screening configuration anytime, anywhere. Thus, they have full control of their call 
screening configurations.
UPT is certainly not for everyone. People who only require accessibility may find services 
like paging suit their needs better. The UPT service is for people who want more control 
over their accessibility (ie. user-controlled call screening features), and a simpler way of 
enabling others to communicate with them (a single UPT number).
One essential element in the provision of UPT is the centralised database that stores 
subscribers' information. Since conventional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 
services do not require such a centralised database, a new network is required to facilitate 
the provision of UPT service.
The concept of Intelligent Networks has been proposed as a network architecture for future 
telecommunication networks [HH92] [S90]. This architecture provides centralised databases 
for existing services such as Virtual Private Networks (VPN), Freephone (1-800) service and 
future services such as UPT.
1.2. UPT service profiles
The concept of UPT service profile is essential to the provision of UPT service. The service 
profile of a UPT subscriber contains information about the subscriber and his or her 
subscribed service(s). This information can be categorised into two types of parameters: 
parameters that cannot be modified by the UPT subscriber and parameters that can.
The parameters that cannot be modified by a UPT subscriber include:
• the UPT number,
• the name and billing address of the UPT subscriber,
• the subscribed features (eg. call forward no answer and voice mailbox),
• the subscribed bearer capabilities, and
The parameters that can be modified by a UPT subscriber include:
• the call screening configuration (eg. busy and no answer treatment),
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• the current location of a LIFT subscriber for call routing purpose (ie. die InCall location 
information),
• the terminal at which a UPT subscriber wishes to initiate UPT calls (ie. the OutCall 
location information),
• the authentication information (this is used when the subscriber wishes to gain access to 
UPT service), and
• service specific parameters such as speed call lists.
The service profile is stored in a secure network database to guard against unintentional and 
malicious modification of the information.
1.3. Structure of this thesis
The rest of this thesis is organised into four major chapters: Literature Review; Provision of 
UPT service in the IN framework; Provision of UPT service in the PLMN; Quantitative 
Analysis.
The second chapter discusses previously published approaches to UPT service provision. 
Furthermore, this chapter points out certain deficiencies of these research papers in 
addressing some of the major UPT service provisioning issues.
The third chapter establishes the IN as a suitable network architecture for providing UPT 
service. This chapter then describes the IN operations involved in providing various UPT 
call scenarios. The call scenarios are discussed in the context of a single IN in the PSTN 
environment Since UPT service will be provided over multiple PSTNs, the discussion is 
directed to the IN-to-IN interaction issues that affect the provision of UPT service. A new 
service provision scheme is presented to illustrate the relevance of these interaction issues. 
The new scheme is then qualitatively compared to the service provision scheme proposed in 
[FSY90].
The fourth chapter proposes the issues involved in the provision of UPT service over the 
PLMN. In particular, the focus is placed on the IN-to-IN interaction issues between PSTNs 
and the PLMN. Furthermore, the fourth chapter proposes a new design technique which 
breaks down the design of complicated service provision schemes into manageable 
components.
The fifth chapter provides a quantitative comparison between the two service provision 
schemes discussed in the third chapter. The comparison is carried out from the perspective
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of call establishment delay. In addition, this chapter also studies the impact of queuing delay 
on different service data distribution schemes discussed in [TB93].
5
2. Literature Review
This chapter reviews a number of research papers related to the provision of UPT service. 
The aim of this discussion is to understand what has been achieved in the field of UPT 
service provision, and identify the areas that need to be investigated.
2.1. UPT service provision in a single IN
UPT service has a different set of network requirements than those of the traditional Plain 
Old Telephone Service (POTS). In particular, the UPT service requires a database (possibly 
centralised) to store the UPT service data, which is not required by the current POTS 
implementation.
The IN has been envisaged by [S90], [HH92], [LB92] and [KM91], to be the network 
architecture for providing the UPT service. A comprehensive discussion of the IN 
architecture can be found in [DV92], which describes the IN architecture using the IN 
Conceptual Model (INCM). In particular, the INCM is composed of four planes, each of 
which describes IN using a different level of abstraction. The level that is of relevance to this 
discussion is the Distributed Functional Plane, which represents the IN functional 
architecture using IN functional components known as the IN functional entities (FEs).
To justify the assertion that the IN is a suitable network architecture for the provision of 
UPT service, a number of papers, such as [HH92] and [KM91], mapped a subset of UPT 
requirements to some of the physical entities. These papers only concentrated on a specific 
subset of UPT requirements. For example, [HH92] focused on the end-user requirements, 
while [KM91] concentrated on the UPT number translation aspect of the UPT service. This 
type of justification is incomplete due to the specific area of interest of each paper. This 
thesis presents a more complete justification by mapping different UPT requirements to the 
FEs, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 also explains how INs provide the UPT service. One approach is to examine the 
interactions between FEs in UPT call scenarios. Four UPT call scenarios were presented in 
[TCM92]. Specifically, registration, incoming, outgoing and outgoing/incoming call 
scenarios. This thesis studies the registration call scenario in more detail by examining 
different types of registration call scenarios. Furthermore, the scenario where a subscriber 
removes his or her UPT service association from a particular terminal is examined in this 
thesis. This removal of service association from a terminal is known as the deregistration 
scenario. Both the registration and deregistration call scenarios will be explained in Chapter 
3.
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2.2. UPT service provision over Multiple INs
Since UPT subscribers may travel to other INs, UPT calls may originate from one IN and 
terminate at another. Therefore, INs must interact with one another to provide die UPT 
service. There are IN-to-IN interaction issues that need to be addressed before the provision 
of UPT service can be realised. These issues can be categorised into four types: inter­
network traffic, service data storage, call control and the selection of IN interface points.
To explain these service provision issues, it is necessary to differentiate the IN at which the 
UPT subscription is made, from the IN at which the subscriber is currently registered. The 
former IN is referred to as the home network of the subscriber, and the latter case is known 
as the visiting network.
2.2.1. Storage Issues of UPT service data
The UPT service data storage issue concerns the location at which UPT service data can be 
stored. In particular, service data can be stored in the home network, the visiting network or 
in both networks. The choice depends on the service provision scheme used.
[FSY90] proposed and compared two service provision schemes, and explored some of the 
storage issues. The following section describes these two schemes, which will be used as a 
basis for the ensuing discussion. These schemes will be used to establish service provision 
issues in subsequent chapters.
[FSY90] investigated the issues involved when part of the service data is stored in both the 
home and visiting networks, and when part of the service data is held in the visiting 
network only. Figure 1 illustrates one of the proposed service provision schemes, where part 
of the service data is stored in both the home and visiting networks. Specifically, subscriber 
B initiates a call to subscriber A, who is located in a visiting network.
7
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ry i Terminating Al Exchange
Sx: UPT subscriber X 
Ax: Authentication information of Sx 
BLx: Basic location information of Sx 
DLx: Detailed location information of Sx
1: Authentication of Sb 
2: Retrieval of BLa 
3: Call routing 
4: Retrieval of DLa 
5: Call routing
Figure 1 - Service provision scheme with part of the service data stored in both the home
and visiting networks [FSY90]
Since the inter-network signalling traffic is considered to be costly, [FSY90] aimed to reduce 
such traffic by caching the authentication information in the visiting network, thereby, 
eliminating inter-network signalling traffic in subsequent authentication carried out in the 
same network.
Inter-network signalling traffic can be further reduced by storing part of the InCall location 
information (in the service profile) in the visiting network. Specifically, the InCall location 
information is separated into basic InCall location (InCall BL) and detailed InCall location 
(InCall DL) information. The InCall BL holds the information about the network at which 
the subscriber is registered, and the InCall DL holds the information about the exact 
registered location. InCall BL is proposed to be stored in the home network and the InCall 
DL in the visiting network. By caching the InCall DL in the visiting network, subsequent 
registration in the same visiting network will involve updates to the DL only, thus reducing 
the amount of inter-network signalling traffic.
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[FSY90] proposed a second service provision scheme, which it claims to be more adaptable 
to new networks and different network implementation schemes. [F5Y90] also showed that, 
under certain circumstances, the access cost of this scheme is lower than the scheme 
described in Figure 1.
The second scheme divides the global network into a hierarchical network structure, hence, 
it is known as the hierarchical scheme. A hierarchical network is composed of three 
hierarchies: the global network, the transit network and the local network. The global 
network consists of a number of transit networks: for instance, the North American transit 
network and the South East Asia transit network. Each transit network is composed of a 
number of local networks. For example, the North American transit network consists of the 
Canadian local network and the USA local network. Moreover, the concept of home 
network also applies to the transit network. In particular, the transit network that contains 
the home local network is referred to as the home transit network.
The global network and each of the local and transit network contains a database which 
holds the UPT service data. Information access between networks resembles a tree structure 
with the global network database (or global database) as the root node, transit network 
databases (or transit databases) as intermediate nodes and local network databases (or local 
databases) as leaf nodes. A local network database retrieves UPT service data from another 
network database via its transit network database and possibly the global network database.
Furthermore, the InCall location information is split into three parts, each of which is stored 
in a different database. Specifically, the InCall location information is split into transit 
network information (TL), local network information (LL) and detailed location (DL) 
information. The TL and LL specify the transit and local networks at which the UPT 
subscriber is registered, and the DL specifies the exact location at which the subscriber is 
registered.
If a subscriber registers in his or her home local network, the InCall location information is 
stored in the home network database only. If a subscriber leaves his or her home local 
network for another local network situated in the same transit network. His or her LL will 
be cached in the transit database, while the DL is cached in the visiting local database.
If the subscriber travels from his or her home local network to another transit network, the 
TL is cached in the global database. The LL and DL will be cached in the visiting transit and 
local database respectively.
Figure 2 uses an outgoing/incoming call scenario to illustrate the hierarchical scheme. For 
clarity, the authentication procedure is omitted from the figure.
9




5̂ 71 Terminating 
¿SI Exchange
Sx: UPT subscriber X 
TLX: TL of Sx 
LLX: LL of Sx 
DLX: DL of Sx 
DB: Database
1: Search for the DLa in local DB A 
2: Search for the LLa in transit DB A 
3: Search for the TLa in the global DB 
4: Return TLa
5: Call routing to transit network A 
6: Retrieval of LLa 
7: Call routing to local network A 
8: Retrieval of DLa 
9: Call routing
Figure 2 - A UPT outgoing/incoming call using the hierarchical scheme [FSY90]
In Figure 2, subscriber B who is located in the home network of subscriber A (ie. local 
network A), initiates a UPT call to subscriber A. Subscriber A (Sa) is assumed to be 
registered outside his or her home transit network. To route the call to Sa/ the current 
location of Sa is thus required. Since the location information of Sa cannot be found in both 
the local database and transit database A, the global database is accessed. The location 
information is found in the global database. Subsequently, the TL of Sa is transferred to
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local network A (ie. the call origination network). The call is routed to the destination transit 
network, which is transit network Z. The LL is obtained from the transit database Z. The call 
is then routed to the local network Z, where the DL is retrieved from the local database Z. 
The call is routed to according to the DL.
Only two data distribution strategies were considered in [FSY90]: the strategy where service 
data is stored in both the home and visiting networks, and the strategy where service data is 
stored in the visiting network only. [FSY90] did not consider the case where service data is 
stored in the home network, because a significant amount of inter-network signalling traffic 
is believed to be generated. Nevertheless, Chapter 3 will propose a service provision scheme 
which allows service data to be stored in the home network, and at the same time minimises 
the amount of inter-network signalling traffic.
Furthermore, [FSY90] failed to discuss the storage issues of OutCall location information 
and call screening configuration, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2.2. Call Control related Issues
In addition to the service data storage issues, there are two call control related issues that 
affect the provision of UPT service, namely: the call control point of a call and the 
connection to specialised resources in the network.
If a call is destined for a UPT subscriber, either the call origination network or the home 
network needs to handle the call according to the call screening configuration. The network 
that handles a call according to the call screening configuration is referred to as the 'call 
control point'. For instance, the call control point in both Figure 1 and 2 are the call 
origination networks, which was assumed in [FSY90] without providing any justification. 
Detailed discussion of different points of control will be provided in Chapter 3.
From time to time, the network receives service-related information from its UPT 
subscribers. For example, the terminal at which a subscriber wishes to receive calls. The 
network accepts service-related information from a subscriber only after he or she has 
passed the authentication procedure. The authentication procedure is handled by a 
specialised resource in the network (which will be explained further in Chapter 3). Since 
both the home network or the call origination network have specialised resources, a call can 
thus be routed to either network. The implication of routing calls to either network will be 
discussed in Chapter 3.
3 0009  03 143412  4
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2.2.3. Interfaces between I Ns
After addressing various service data storage issues, IN interfaces need to be defined to 
allow transfer of service data between INs. In fact, a number of IN interfaces were discussed 
in [FSY90] and [CFCC92]. Both of these papers concluded that the same interface is the most 
suitable interface point for service data transfer. However, this conclusion is based on an 
implicit assumption that only one of the interfaces can be used by the UPT service (ie. all the 
UPT call scenarios). This assumption potentially excludes service provision schemes that 
can reduce the inter-network signalling traffic. The implication of this assumption will be 
discussed in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, a new service provision scheme will be proposed in Chapter 3. A qualitative 
comparison between the new scheme and the one recommended by [FSY90] and [CFCC92] 
will also be provided.
2.3. UPT service provision over PLMN
A UPT subscriber may travel between PSTNs with IN architecture, which are denoted as 
INspsTN/ and he or she may also roam in the PLMN. Thus, the issues of UPT service 
provision in the PLMN need to be addressed.
Service provision issues in a single PSTN and PLMN environment were examined in [P92]. 
The paper stated that the PLMN can be modelled using the IN architecture (ie. IN plm n )- 
Thus, the IN-to-IN interactions between a PSTN and PLMN can be treated as the 
interactions between INpstn and INplmn. [P92] assumes that the UPT service data is stored 
in the IN pst n  °nly, and it concentrated on the INpsTN'to-INpLMN interaction issues related 
to calls initiated from the IN pstn - Nevertheless, the INpsiN-to-INpLMN interaction proposed 
in [P92] is not sufficient to address the "ubiquitous" requirement of UPT. In particular, the 
IN plm n  needs to determine the IN pstn  that holds the required service data, which is not 
difficult in the single IN pst n  and IN plm n  case, as there is only one IN pstn - In the case of 
multiple INspsTN/ however, this problem is not as simple. In fact, the problem should be 
addressed by assigning an IN pstn  to an IN plm n / whereby all calls initiated from the IN plm n  
will be handled by the assigned IN pstn - Hence, the interaction issues between IN spstn  and 
IN plm n  becomes INpsTN-to-INpsrN/PLMN interaction issues. This problem is crucial to the 
provision of UPT service in the PLMN, which will be discussed in details in Chapter 4.
One may argue that the assumption made in [P92] is not entirely correct That means the 
UPT service data can be stored in the PLMN. In that case, the UPT service functions
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performed by the INplmn is identical to the INpsiN* Thus, the IN-to-IN interaction issues is 
identical to the issues covered in Chapter 3.
2.4. Quantitative Analysis
In addition to the qualitative comparison between the two service provision schemes in 
Chapter 3, a quantitative comparison between the two schemes will be carried out from the 
perspective of call establishment delay. Specifically, the call establishment delay is affected 
by the processing delay of two FEs,. which are collectively known as a service node (SN). To 
facilitate the analysis, the behaviour of a SN needs to be modelled. Research papers such as 
[GG92], [LBA91] and [BS91] used networks of queues to model the behaviour of different 
network components. Thus, queuing model is chosen to describe die behaviour of a SN. 
Furthermore, Poisson arrival and service rates are assumed in the analysis. This assumption 
has been widely used in research papers, such as [BS91] and [GG92], because of its 
analytical simplicity (refer to [K77]).
The theoretical analysis of the SN model has been presented in [TCM92], which is co­
authored by the author of this thesis. In particular, [TCM92] derived the traffic flow for one 
of the service provision schemes. For comparison purposes, the traffic flow for the other 
service provision scheme will also be derived. The theoretical and computer simulation 
results are presented in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, the impact of queuing delay of the SN on different service data distribution 
schemes is investigated in Chapter 5. [OS90], [P91] and [TB93] studied the tradeoffs of 
different IN service data distribution schemes. Specifically, [OS90] studied the impact of 
different service locations on different IN service implementations, while [P91] concentrated 
on database replication issues. Both of these papers only studied the problem of service data 
distribution in a qualitative manner. [TB93], on the other hand, compared different service 
data distribution schemes quantitatively in the context of UPT incoming calls. Comparisons 
are performed from the perspective of call establishment delay, which was calculated by 
identifying different types of signalling delays in a UPT incoming call, and formulating their 
probability of occurrence. The analysis in [TB93], however, did not consider the impact of 
queuing delay of the SN. Chapter 5 will derive the relevant equations discussed in [TB93], 
as well as calculating the queuing delay of die SN. During the formulation of the queuing 
delay, a new equation that describes the amount of signalling traffic entering a SN is 
derived.
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3. Provision of UPT service in the IN framework
Current telecommunications infrastructure is designed to support telecommunications 
services that can be implemented directly on telephone switches. If service information 
needs to be shared between switches, the information is duplicated and stored in each 
telephone switch. This is inefficient when a large volume of shared information is involved, 
and it becomes impractical if the shared information has to be modified frequently. Since the 
provision of UPT service requires frequent manipulation of UPT service profiles (ie. service 
information), a new network architecture needs to be found to satisfy the UPT requirements.
[HH92] and [S90] envisaged the Intelligent Network (IN) as the network architecture for the 
provision of UPT service. In this chapter, this claim is verified by examining whether IN can 
meet the requirements of UPT service.
After verifying that IN is a suitable network architecture for UPT, one needs to understand 
how the UPT service can be provided in a single IN environment (ie. PSTN). This 
understanding is crucial because it lays the foundation for the ensuing discussions. To gain 
this understanding, a number of UPT call scenarios are studied.
Since UPT is intended to be a global service, IN-to-IN interactions between PSTNs are 
inevitable. The issues related to how an IN interacts with another need to be examined. In 
this chapter, service provision issues associated with the IN-to-IN interactions are 
discussed. Based on these issues, two service provision schemes are constructed. Qualitative 
comparisons between the two schemes are given in this chapter, and quantitative 
comparisons will be carried out in Chapter 5.
3.1. Network Architecture for UPT service Provision
IN has been envisaged to be the network architecture for the provision of UPT service. To 
verify this claim, this chapter examines the network requirements of UPT service and 
compares them with the network functions provided by the IN.
3.1.1. Network Requirements of UPT service
In this section, the network requirements of UPT are examined. The new network 
architecture, which will be referred to as "the network", must satisfy the UPT requirements 
by providing the necessary UPT service functions. Broadly speaking, these functions can be 
classified into three types or layers: UPT service access, UPT service intelligence and UPT
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service management The following sub-sections detail the functions performed by each 
layer.
3.1.1.1. UPT Service Access Layer
The UPT service access layer handles the interaction between "the network" and the 
subscribers. This layer is responsible for collecting service-related information from the user 
and relaying them to the UPT service intelligence layer. Furthermore, service-related 
information originating from UPT service intelligence layer is sent to the user via the service 
access layer. Specifically, the following functions are supported:
• Interactions with users
The provision of UPT service requires "the network" to interact with the user. This 
interaction is achieved by establishing a "dialogue" with the users. For example, a 
UPT subscriber is prompted to enter his or her UPT number and authentication 
information.
• Collection of service-related information
"The network" must be capable of accepting service-related information from its 
subscribers at any type of access terminal For instance, a subscriber needs to be able 
to send his or her UPT number and authentication information to the network from 
any types of access terminals.
• UPT service recognition
When a UPT call is placed to a UPT subscriber, "the network" needs to recognise that 
the call is a UPT call and handle it accordingly.
3.1.1.2. UPT Service Intelligence
The UPT service intelligence layer is responsible for handling UPT calls. Furthermore, the 
retrieval and update of UPT service profiles and the generation of charging related 
information are handled by the service intelligence layer. Specifically, the following 
functions are supported:
• Centralised Database
"The network" must be able to provide database(s), possibly centralised, to store 
service profiles of UPT subscribers.
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• Process authentication information
Authentication information gathered by the UPT service access function needs to be 
compared with the template stored in the service profiles. "The network" is required 
to carry out this comparison.
• Generate billing related information
"The network" is responsible for collecting billing information such as the duration of 
calls.
• Number translation
To route a UPT call to a UPT subscriber, the called UPT number needs to be 
translated to a physical number by "the network".
• Service profile variation
Since UPT subscribers are allowed to configure their call screening procedures, "the 
network" must be able to process subscribers' requests to vary their service profiles.
• Call screening
"The network" must be able to handle UPT calls according to the call screening 
procedures configured by UPT subscribers.
3.1.1.3. UPT Service Management
The UPT service management layer ensures the smooth operation of the UPT service 
intelligence and service access functions by providing the following services:
• Service profile management
"The network" is responsible for the creation and maintenance of UPT service profile 
records.
• Billing
"The network" needs to generate billing information based on the information 
collected by the UPT service intelligence layer.
• Operations, administration and maintenance (OA&M)
If there is any network failure that affects UPT service provision, "the network" must 
record the problem and generate the appropriate alert
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3.1.2. IN Functional Model
To understand why IN is proposed to be a suitable network architecture to provide the UPT 
service, its network architecture needs to he examined. One way to examine the network 
architecture of IN is to describe the internal components of IN and their functions.
In this section, the IN architecture is studied in the context of the Distributed Functional 
Plane, which describes IN FEs and their interactions. Since certain FEs will be referred to in 
the subsequent discussions, their functions are explained here.
• Call Control Function (CCF)
The CCF provides call and telephony service processing, which includes the set up, 
release and the control of bearer services. Calls and service processing are based on a 
state machine known as the "call model". In the call model, a call is described by a 
number of call states known as Points in Call (PICs). Each PIC has an associated 
detection point (DP) which can be armed by any IN service for additional call 
processing. When a PIC is reached and the associated DP is armed (in short, the DP is 
triggered), the CCF notifies the appropriate FEs of the triggered event
A CCF also communicates with other CCFs to provide call routing functions.
• Call Control Agent Function (CCAF)
The CCAF interacts with the CCF and users to setup, release and control bearer 
services. As mentioned earlier, the CCF is responsible for performing call and service 
processing, but the users decide when these functions should be performed. 
Therefore, they need to communicate their intentions to the network. This is achieved 
by the CCAF, which provides a user interface for accessing network call control 
functions.
The CCAF uses service requests and indications to communicate with the CCF. For 
instance, the CCAF requests for call establishment through a setup message (ie. a 
service request). In response, the CCF sends a setup acknowledgment to the CCAF 
(ie. a service indication). The CCAF translates service indications to user interface 
actions. For example, a setup acknowledgment may be translated into a "turn on dial 
tone" action.
Furthermore, the CCAF may need to maintain state information about calls and 
services. For example, consider a telephone which has two calls routed to it  One of 
the calls is on hold and the other is connected (ie. in the active state). When the user 
presses the hold key, the CCAF needs to realise that the user is attempting to put the 
active call on hold (not the held call), and sends the correct service requests) to the 
CCF.
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• Service Switching Function (SSF)
hi the IN functional architecture, the SSF combined with the CCF provide service 
recognition functions. For instance, the CCAF sends called party information (ie. 
dialled digits) to the CCF. The associated SSF examines this information and 
determines whether IN processing is required.
The SSF also serves as an interface between the CCF and other IN functions. For 
example, if another IN function requests to arm a DP, it sends a request message to 
the SSF, which instructs the CCF to perform the 'arming' action. When the DP is 
reached, the CCF notifies the SSF, which in turn passes it to the appropriate IN 
function.
• Specialised Resource Function (SRF)
The SRF interacts with end-users to retrieve and/or provide information to them. For 
example, the SRF provides information through announcements to end-users. It also 
supports Dual Tone Multiple Frequency (DTMF) tone detection, which converts user's 
actions into information.
Moreover, since the SRF interacts with end-users over the bearer channel, it needs to 
have basic knowledge of managing calls. For instance, the SRF must be able to handle 
the situation when a user decides to release the call during an announcement
• Service Data Function (SDF)
The SDF organises IN data (users and network information) into logical structures for 
other IN functions to access in real-time.
• Service Control Function (SCF)
The SCF contains the IN service logic which is essential for the provision of IN 
services. Recall that DP notification is important for the provision of IN service. For 
each IN service, the SCF uses its IN service logic to arm the appropriate DPs. To 
achieve this, the SCF sends a re ques t-to -arm message to the SSF. When the DP is 
reached, the SSF sends a notification to the SCF. The SCF then processes this 
notification accordingly.
Furthermore, the SCF interfaces with the SDF to retrieve and update service related 
information.
The SCF also interacts with the SRF to provide and obtain IN service related 
information.
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• Service Management Function (SMF)
The SMF ensures smooth operations of IN by performing administration, operations 
and management functions, such as database administration and traffic management
• Service Management Access Function (SMAF)
The SMAF enables telco staff and selected users to access the SMF by providing an 
user-interface to them.
• Service Creation Environment Function (SCEF)
The SCEF enables the creation, development and testing of IN services. This is the 
function that defines the service logic of each IN service.
3.1.3. How IN satisfies the network requirements of UPT
After examining the network requirements of UPT and the functional architecture of IN, this 
section shows that the UPT service functions are in fact supported by the IN. This is 
illustrated by mapping the UPT requirements to the corresponding IN functions. Figure 3 
depicts the organisation of FEs in a layered architecture.
*
Interactions between FEs
Figure 3 - IN and UPT Functional Architecture [M92]
The layered architecture shown can be applied to the UPT service. Specifically, the IN 
management, the IN intelligence and the IN access layers can be mapped to the UPT service 
management, UPT service intelligence and UPT service access layers respectively. The
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mapping between UPT service functions and IN functions described in the previous sections 
are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Mapping of UPT service functions and FEs
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3.2.1. UPT Call Scenarios
To study how UPT service can be provided by IN, UPT call scenarios are studied. Basically, 
UPT call scenarios can be classified into five different types, and they are explained as 
follows.
(i) Registration/Deregistration call
The registration and deregistration call scenario can be sub-divided into InCall, 
OutCall and AllCall scenarios.
The InCall registration associates a UPT subscriber with a terminal for routing 
incoming calls. This association allows the network to track the current location of the 
UPT subscriber, so that UPT calls can be routed to the subscriber. The InCall 
deregistration removes this association.
The OutCall registration associates a UPT subscriber with a terminal for call 
origination purposes. This association enables a UPT subscriber to originate calls at a 
terminal, and allows an IN to charge these calls to the call originating subscriber. 
Similar to the InCall deregistration, the OutCall deregistration removes the 
association between the subscriber and the terminal
The AllCall registration associates a UPT subscriber with a terminal for routing 
incoming calls, as well as for call origination purposes. This registration procedure 
enables a UPT subscriber to perform InCall and OutCall registration in a single 
procedure.
(ii) Incoming call
A UPT incoming call describes the scenario where a non-UPT subscriber places a call 
to a UPT subscriber.
(iii) Outgoing call
A UPT outgoing call describes the situation where a UPT subscriber places a call to a 
non-UPT subscriber.
(iv) Outgoing/Incoming call
An outgoing/incoming call describes the scenario where a UPT subscriber calls 
another UPT subscriber. The outgoing/incoming call scenario has a different 
signalling traffic pattern than case (ii) and (iii), which has been described in [TCM92].
(v) Service profile variation
The service profile variation scenario enables a UPT subscriber to change the 
modifiable parameters of his or her service profile.
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3.2.1.1. Registration/Deregistration Call scenario
From the network perspective, the registration/deregistration procedure involves 
connecting the subscriber to a SRF for user authentication, followed by die update of the 
subscriber's location. Figure 4 illustrates the UPT registration/deregistration call scenario.
Figure 4 - The UPT Registration/Deregistration call scenario
The call procedure shown in Figure 4 is described as follows:
1. A UPT subscriber dials the UPT service access code (SAC), which leads to a 
message to be sent from the CC AF to the CCF.
2. The SSF recognises from the UPT SAC that the call requires IN processing. Thus, 
the SSF asks the SCF for instructions.
3. The SCF instructs the SSF/ CCF to route the call to the SRF.
4. The SRF then sets up a dialogue with the subscriber. The SRF prompts the 
subscriber for the UPT number, the authentication information and desired action, 
which is InCall, OutCall or AllCall registration/ deregistration in this case. The SRF 
also asks the subscriber to supply the directory number of the terminal at which he 
or she wishes to register.
5. The SRF sends the UPT number, the authentication information and the desired 
action to the SCF for processing.
6. The SCF retrieves the stored authentication information horn the SDF.
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7. The SCF carries out user authentication by comparing the entered authentication 
information with the stored information. The outcome of the comparison is 
delivered to the subscriber through the SRF.
8 a  If the authentication fails, the user can either retry or hang up. For security reasons, 
a maximum number of login retries should be set
8b. If the authentication is successful, the directory number is updated in the service 
profile.
Depending on whether the registration is InCall, OutCall or AllCall, the directory number is 
stored in different service profile parameters. In the case of InCall registration, the directory 
number is stored in the InCall location information in the service profile. In the case of 
OutCall registration, the directory number is used to update the OutCall location 
information. Furthermore, the SCF instructs the SSF to monitor calls made from the 
registered terminal With AllCall registration, the directory number is used to update both 
the InCall location and the OutCall location information.
3.2.1.2. Outgoing Call Scenario
To initiate a UFT outgoing call from a terminal, a UPT subscriber can perform either 
OutCall registration at the terminal, or user authentication prior to initiating the call The 
former method allows the subscriber to place subsequent UPT calls without further 
authentication. The latter method provides flexibility to subscribers who wish to place UPT 
single or consecutive calls at a terminal without performing OutCall or AllCall registration.
Specifically, a subscriber who wishes to place consecutive calls at a terminal needs to 
perform user authentication once for the first call At the end of the first call, the subscriber 
can activate a function that allows he or she to place the next call without further 
authentication. This function is known as the OutCall follow-on function.
If there is more than one UPT subscriber registered at a terminal, each UPT subscriber is 
required to perform authentication before placing UPT calls.
Figure 5 illustrates the UPT outgoing call scenario where the subscriber performs OutCall or 
AllCall registration prior to initiating the call
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Figure 5 - UPT Outgoing Call Scenario with OutCall registration
The call procedure shown in Figure 5 is explained as follows:
1. A UPT subscriber dials the UPT SAC, which leads to a message to be sent from the 
CCAF to the CCF.
2. The SSF recognises from the UPT SAC that the call requires IN processing. Thus, 
the SSF asks the SCF for instructions.
3. The SCF instructs the SSF/ CCF to route the call to the SRF.
4. The SRF then sets up a dialogue with the subscriber. The SRF prompts the 
subscriber for the UPT number, the authentication information and desired action, 
which is "call origination with InCall registration" or "call origination with AllCall 
registration" in this case. The SRF then asks the subscriber to supply the call 
destination and the directory number of the terminal at which he or she wishes to 
register.
5. The SRF sends the UPT number, the authentication information, the desired action 
and the call destination to the SCF for processing.
6. The SCF retrieves the stored authentication information from the SDF.
7. The SCF carries out user authentication by comparing the entered authentication 
information with the stored information. The outcome of the comparison is 
delivered to the subscriber through the SRF.
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8a. If the authentication fails, the user can either retry or hang up. For security reasons, 
a maximum number of login retries should be set
8b. If the authentication is successful, the directory number of the registered terminal 
is updated in the service profile.
9. The SCF then instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to its destination.
If the subscriber chooses not to "OutCall" register at the terminal before initiating UPT calls, 
the subscriber is still required to carry out user authentication. The corresponding call 
procedure is described as follows:
1. A UPT subscriber dials the UPT SAC, which leads to a message to be sent from the 
CCAF to the CCF.
2. The SSF recognises from the UPT SAC that the call requires IN processing. Thus, 
the SSF asks the SCF for instructions.
3. The SCF instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to the SRF.
4. The SRF then sets up a dialogue with the subscriber. The SRF prompts the 
subscriber for the UPT number, the authentication information and desired action, 
which is "call origination without registration" in this case. The SRF then aslcs the 
subscriber to supply the call destination.
5. The SRF sends the UPT number, the authentication information, the desired action 
and the call destination to the SCF for processing.
6. The SCF retrieves the stored authentication information from the SDF.
7. The SCF carries out user authentication by comparing the entered authentication 
information with the stored information. The outcome of the comparison is 
delivered to the subscriber through the SRF.
8a. If the authentication fails, the user can either retry or hang up. For security reasons, 
a maximum number of login retries should be set
8b. If the authentication is successful, the SCF instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call 
to its destination.
9. After the call is completed, the subscriber can either hang-up or select "OutCall 
follow-on".
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Note that all calls made from the "OutCall" registered terminal are charged to the registered 
UPT subscriber until he or she performs OutCall registration at another terminal, or when 
he or she performs an OutCall or AllCall deregistration at the registered terminal
3.2.1.3. Incoming Call Scenario
Figure 6 shows the call scenario where a non-UPT subscriber calls a UPT subscriber.
—  Signalling channel 
----  Bearer channel
Figure 6 - UPT Incoming Call Scenario
The call procedure shown in Figure 6 is described as follows.
1. A non-UPT subscriber dials a UPT number .
2. The SSF recognises from the dialled number that the call requires IN processing. 
The SSF asks the SCF for instructions.
3. The SCF queries the SDF for the call screening configuration and the InCall location 
information.
4. Assume that the subscriber has configured the call screening configuration to 
accept UPT calls. Thus, the SCF instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to the 
"InCall" registered location.
3.2.1.4. Outgolng/lncoming Call Scenario
The UPT outgoing/incoming call scenario is the combination of the UPT outgoing call and 
the incoming call scenarios discussed. Specifically, steps 1 to 8 of this call scenario is 
identical to the ones discussed in the outgoing call scenario. In step 9, however, the SCF
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realises that the called destination is a UPT number. Thus, steps 9 and 10 of this call scenario 
are identical to steps 3 and 4 described in the incoming call scenario.
3.2.1.5. Service Profile Variation Scenario
The call procedure of the service profile variation scenario is similar to the registration call 
scenario. SpecificalLy, steps 1 to 8 of this call scenario are similar to the ones discussed in the 
registration call scenario. The difference is that in step 4, the subscriber selects the 'service 
profile variation' as the desired action. In step 9, which is when user authentication is 
completed, the subscriber proceeds to modify the modifiable parameters in his or her UPT 
service profile.
Due to the importance of this procedure, the subscriber is required to perform  
authentication even though he or she may have already registered at the terminal
The discussion so far has concentrated on the provision of UPT service in a single IN 
environment The next section will investigate service provision issues associated with the 
multiple IN environment
3.3. Provision of UPT service over Multiple INs
The ubiquitous nature of UPT service implies that the provision of UPT service needs to be 
extended to multiple INs. Thus, interactions between INs are inevitable. In this section, the 
EN-to-EN interaction issues that have an impact on UPT service provision are identified. 
Since these issues are directly related to the formulation of UPT service provision schemes, a 
new service provision scheme is proposed based on the interaction issues discussed. A 
comparison is then made between the new service provision scheme and the SCF-to-SCF 
scheme described in [FSY90] and [CFCC92].
3.3.1. Service Provision Related Issues
Broadly speaking, the provision of UPT service is affected by four types of EN-to-EN 
interaction issues: inter-network traffic, service data storage, call control and the selection of 
IN interface points. These issues are discussed in the following sub-sections.
3.3.1.1. Inter-network traffic
The mobility of UPT subscribers can generate inter-network traffic. A UPT service provision 
scheme should aim to minimise inter-network traffic, whether it is signalling or call traffic. 
For instance, a service provision scheme can minimise inter-network signalling traffic by 
routing UPT calls to the network that holds the required signalling information. This call 
routing, however, will in turn lead to an increase in inter-network call traffic. Therefore,
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inter-network signalling and call traffic are two opposing factors, which should be taken 
into consideration during the formulation of UPT service provision schemes.
3.3.1.2. Service Data Storage
In addition to the inter-network traffic, the storage location of the authentication 
information, InCall location information, OutCall location information and call screening 
configuration also has an impact on the provision of UPT service. In particular, each type of 
service data can be stored in the home network of the subscriber, or in the visiting network. 
The latter case has been explored in [FSY90], which proposed a hierarchical scheme to store 
InCall location information (refer to the literature review in Chapter 2). This scheme can be 
used to handle other types of service data, which is explained in the following discussions. 
Moreover, the service information can be stored in the home network, and a copy of the 
service information can be cached in the visiting network. The following sub-sections 
examine the impact of different storage locations on UPT service provision.
Storage of authentication information
If the authentication information is stored in the home network only, whenever a subscriber 
registers in another network (ie. a new visiting network), authentication information is 
exchanged between the home network and the visiting network, thus generating inter­
network traffic. Nonetheless, this storage scheme allows simple data management of 
authentication information, as the information is stored only in the home network. 
Therefore, there is no data synchronisation problems between networks.
If the authentication information is stored in the home network and cached in the visiting 
network, the inter-network traffic generated by registration will be reduced. However, if the 
subscriber who has previously registered in a visiting network, decides to register in 
another visiting network, the home network needs to remove the authentication information 
from the previously registered network. Furthermore, the network is responsible for 
updating the cached information if the authentication information is modified.
If the authentication information is only stored in the visiting network at which the 
subscriber is registered, whenever a subscriber registers at a new network, the new network 
is responsible for removing the authentication information from the previously registered 
network. Moreover, the new network needs to update the transit and the global network 
(refer to the hierarchical scheme described in Chapter 2) accordingly.
Storage of InCall location information
If the InCall location information is stored in the home network, any changes made to the 
InCall location in a visiting network needs to be updated in the home network, thus
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generating inter-network traffic. Nonetheless, service data is easier to manage as it is kept in 
the home network only.
The inter-network traffic can be reduced by storing the InCall location information in the 
home and the visiting networks. Specifically, the InCall location information is split into 
basic and detailed InCall location information. The basic InCall location information 
specifies the network at which the subscriber is "InCall" registered, while the detailed InCall 
location information specifies the exact registered location. The basic InCall location 
information is stored in the home network, and the detailed InCall location information is 
cached in the network in which the subscriber is currently "InCall" registered. If a subscriber 
registers at a different terminal in a visiting network, only the detailed InCall location 
information is updated. Thus, the cached information reduces the amount of inter-network 
traffic in subsequent InCall or AllCall registration performed in the same visiting network. 
Furthermore, if the subscriber "InCall" registers himself or herself in a new visiting network, 
the old detailed InCall location information needs to be removed from the previously 
"InCall" registered network.
If the InCall location information is only stored in the visiting network, whenever a 
subscriber registers in a visiting network, the visiting network is required to remove the 
InCall location information from the previously registered network. Also, the visiting 
network needs to update the transit and the global network (refer to the hierarchical 
scheme) accordingly. In addition, [FSY90] has shown that in the case where InCall location 
information is only stored in the visiting network, a lower network access cost can be 
achieved when the access cost of the global database (refer to the hierarchical scheme) is 
low.
Storage of OutCall location information
Similar to the InCall location information, the OutCall location information is easier to 
manage if it is held only in the home network. However, inter-network traffic is generated if 
the subscriber "OutCall" registers at another location in a visiting network.
The OutCall location information can be stored in both the home and the visiting networks. 
This storage scheme allows the visiting network to keep track of the subscriber for billing 
purpose without generating inter-network traffic. However, if the subscriber registers in 
another visiting network, the home network is responsible for deleting the old OutCall 
location information from the previously "OutCall" registered network.
If the OutCall location information is stored only in the visiting network, whenever a 
subscriber registers in a visiting network, die visiting network needed to remove the 
OutCall location information from the previously registered network. Furthermore, the
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visiting network needs to update the transit and the global network (refer to the hierarchical 
scheme) accordingly.
Storage of call screening configuration
Similar to the OutCall location information, the call screening configuration is easier to 
manage if it is kept in the home network only. However, inter-network traffic is generated if 
the subscriber decides to modify his or her configuration in a visiting network.
There is no benefit in storing the call screening configuration in the home network and 
caching a copy in the visiting network. Unlike InCall location information, any changes 
made to the call screening configuration needs to be updated to the information held in the 
home network immediately. Therefore, this storage scheme is considered to be impractical 
and will not be discussed further.
If the call screening configuration is stored only in the visiting network, whenever the 
subscriber registers in a new visiting network, the old call screening configuration needs to 
be deleted from the previously registered network.
3.3.1.3. Call Control
In addition to the information storage issues, there are two call control related issues affect 
the provision of UPT service, namely, the SRF connection and the call control point
SRF Connection
Recall that in the UPT registration/ deregistration and the outgoing call scenario, a UPT call 
is connected to the SRF during registration (or deregistration), or when the subscriber 
initiates a UPT call without performing OutCall or AllCall registration. The call origination 
network has the choice of either routing the call to the SRF in the home network of the 
calling subscriber, or to the SRF in the visiting network.
If the call is connected to the SRF resided in the visiting network, authentication information 
is retrieved from the home network, thus generating inter-network signalling traffic. If the 
call is connected to the SRF in the home network, no inter-network signalling traffic will be 
generated. However, a bearer channel is seized in routing the call to the home network, thus 
resulting in inter-network call traffic. Therefore, the choice of connecting a call to the SRF in 




Recall that the call screening configuration is used to control how a UPT call should be 
routed. A network, which can either be the home network or the call origination network, 
needs to be assigned to control the rall
If the call control point is at the home network, the call is routed to the home network of the 
called subscriber, thus generating inter-network call traffic. On the other hand, if the call 
control point is at the call origination network, the call origination network needs to retrieve 
call screening configuration from the home network, thus generating inter-network 
signalling traffic. Furthermore, the call origination needs to understand the format of the call 
screening configuration. Therefore, the format of call screening configuration needs to be 
standardised if the call origination network is chosen to be the call control point.
After examining various IN-to-IN interaction issues, Table 2 lists the relationship between 
































• • • •
Incoming Call • • •
Outgoing Call • •
Outgoing/ 
incoming Call
• • • • •
Service Profile 
Variation
• • • • •
Table 2 - A summary of the interaction issues that affect each type of call scenario
Table 2 shows that each type of call scenario is affected by different IN-to-IN interaction 
issues. To design a service provision scheme, different call scenarios need to be analysed 
from the perspective of these interaction issues. From Table 2, it is possible to address all the
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interaction issues by analysing the AllCall registration and Outgoing/ incoming call 
scenarios. Although this observation is correct, the resulting service provision scheme may 
not be optimal For instance, the optimal SRF connection strategy (ie. the one that generates 
the least amount of inter-network traffic) for the AllCall registration/deregistration call 
scenario may not be the optimal choice for the service profile variation. Hence, an optimal 
service provision scheme should be designed by applying each interaction issue to every 
relevant type of call scenario.
3.3.1.4. IN-to-IN Interface Points
After addressing the service data storage and call control issues, the next step is to define 
the IN interfaces that enable the exchange of service data between INs. [FSY90] and 
[CFCC92] defined a number of IN-to-IN interface points, namely, the CCF-to-CCF, the SSF- 
to-SCF, the SCF-to-SCF and the SCF-to-SDF interfaces. Figure 7 illustrates these interface 
points.
A: CCF-to-CCF interface 
B: SSF-to-SCF interface 
C: SCF-to-SCF interface 
D: SCF-to-SDF interface
Figure 7 - IN-to-IN interface points [FSY90]
Both [FSY90] and [CFCC92] implicitly assume that only one of the interface points is used 
for all the UPT call scenarios. This assumption, however, excludes the possibility of 
combining different interface points in a service provision scheme. As an example, consider 
a subscriber who "AllCall" registers at a visiting network. The call origination network is 
assumed to route the call to the SRF in the home network, which means the CCF-to-CCF 
interface is used. After the registration is completed, the authentication information is 
transferred and cached in the visiting network to reduce inter-network signalling traffic.
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This information transfer is assumed to be performed over the SCF-to-SCF interface. 
Therefore, more than one IN interface may he used in a service provision scheme.
Some of the comments in [FSY90] are still valid, independent of the one interface point 
assumption. In particular, the SSF-to-SCF interface introduces an undesirable dependency 
between INs. This is because an IN has to depend on the service logic of another, thus 
making this interface unsuitable for practical implementation. Furthermore, the SCF-to-SDF 
interface introduces a data security problem, because the SCF can access the SDF in another 
IN. The author believes that the data security problem needs to be investigated further 
before this interface can be considered seriously. For these reasons, the SSF-to-SCF and the 
SCF-to-SDF interfaces will not be considered further in the following discussion.
3.3.2. A Case Study
The previous section has discussed the IN-to-IN interaction issues that affect the provision 
of UPT service. In this section, these issues are used as a basis for designing a new service 
provision scheme: the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme. This scheme is then compared to the 
SCF-to-SCF scheme described in [FSY90] and [CFCC92], and the merits and shortcomings of 
each scheme are discussed.
3.3.2.1. The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme
A new UPT service provision scheme is proposed in this section, namely, the CCF/SCF-to- 
CCF/SCF scheme. This scheme uses the CCF-to-CCF interface for IN interaction (IN 
interface point issue), but service intelligence still remains at the SCF. The new service 
provision scheme is intended to reduce inter-network signalling traffic, and allows 
immediate deployment without the need of further standardisation.
Note that this scheme is different from the CCF-to-CCF interface discussed in [FSY90]. The 
CCF-to-CCF scheme discussed in [FSY90] assumes that the service logic is contained in the 
CCF, which violates the basic principle of IN - Separating service logic from the transport 
network' [FSY90]. The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, however, uses the SCF to hold the 
service logic and the CCF to route calls, which conforms to the basic principle of IN.
With the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, all the UPT service data is assumed to be stored 
only in the home network of the subscriber (service data storage issue). Furthermore, the 
relocation of a UPT subscriber is assumed to be rare in a visiting network, and a subscriber 
does not modify his or her service profile frequently. In other words, a subscriber does not 
generate a lot of inter-network registration, deregistration and service profile variation calls. 
The following sub-sections explain how the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme can be used to 
provide the UPT service.
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In the following discussion, the home network information is assumed to he embedded in 
the UPT number. The embedded information allows networks to identify the home network 
of a subscriber.
Registration, Deregistration and Service Profile variation
In the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, registration, deregistration and service profile 
variation calls are routed to the SRF at the home network of the subscriber (SRF connection 
issue). Therefore, any update or retrieval of UPT service data is performed in the home 
network, inter-network signalling traffic is thus eliminated. Note that the reduction in inter­
network signalling traffic is achieved at the expense of increased inter-network call traffic. 
However, if the relocation of a subscriber is rare in the visiting network, the impact of the 
inter-network call traffic will be minimal Furthermore, this scheme does not require service 
data (ie. service profiles) to be exchanged between INs, therefore no standard is required for 
defining the format of the service profile.
Figure 8 illustrates an AllCall registration scenario where a UPT subscriber A (Sa) wishes to 
register at a visiting network, Network B say.
S^: UPT subscriber A
HNa: the home network of subscriber A
Figure 8 - An AllCall registration using the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme 
The call procedure shown in Figure 8 is explained as follows:
(1) The home network of subscriber A (HNa) provides a UPT service access code in 
Network B, for instance a 71-800' number. Sa dials the service access code, and the 
SSF in Network B realises that the call requires IN processing.
(2) The SSF at Network B queries the SCF for instructions.
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(3) The SCF at Network B translates the service access code to a directory number, 
which is the SRF in the HN^. The SCF instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to 
the SRF of the HN^.
After the call is connected to the SRF, subsequent steps are identical to steps 4 to 8 of the 
Registration/Deregistration call scenario discussed in Section 3.2.1.
The call procedures for the AllCall deregistration, InCall registration and deregistration, and 
service profile variation are identical to the steps described above.
Since there is no inter-network signalling information transferred between INs, the SCF at 
the HNa  is not able to instruct the SSF at the visiting network to monitor and report calls 
made from the registered terminal Therefore, the concept of OutCall registration does not 
apply to the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme.
Incoming call
Similar to the registration call scenario, a UPT incoming call initiated in a visiting network is 
unconditionally routed to the home network of the called UPT subscriber (call control point 
issue). By routing the call to the home network of the called subscriber, inter-network 
signalling traffic is eliminated. Figure 9 depicts the scenario where a non-UPT subscriber 
calls a UPT subscriber, subscriber A (Sa) say.
Network B , HNA
Sa: UPT subscriber A
HNa: Home network of subscriber A
Figure 9 - A UPT incoming call using the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme 
The call procedure shown in the above figure is described as follows:
(1) A non-UPT subscriber, who is located in Network B, initiates a call to Sa-
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(2) The SSF in Network B realises that the call requires IN processing, therefore, the 
SSF queries the SCF for further instructions.
(3) After consulting the SDF, the SCF at Network B instructs the CCF to route the rail 
to the HNa -
(4) The SSF in the HNa  realises that the call requires IN processing; it then asks the 
SCF for further instructions.
(5) The SCF in the HNa  retrieves the SDF for the call screening configuration and the 
current location (La) of Sa-
(6) This scenario assumes that the call screening configuration is configured to route 
all calls to Sa- Thus, the SCF in the HNa instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to
SA-
Outgoing and Outgoing/lncoming Call
To initiate a UPT outgoing call, the calling subscriber needs to perform OutCall registration 
or user authentication if he or she has not registered at the terminal Thus, the call is routed 
to the SRF in the HNa - The SRF in the HNa  is chosen to eliminate inter-network signalling 
traffic. Consequently, the call procedure for a outgoing call is similar to the registration rail
The call procedure of an outgoing/ incoming call are a combination of the outgoing call and 
the incoming call procedures, which have already been described above.
After explaining how the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme can provide UPT service, the SCF- 
to-SCF scheme is studied. A comparison is then made between the two schemes.
3.3.2.2. The SCF-to-SCF scheme
In the SCF-to-SCF scheme, UPT service provision is achieved by the co-operation of service 
logic between SCFs in different INs. [FSY90] and [CFCC92] have both concluded that this 
scheme is the most suitable interface point for transferring UPT service data. For 
comparison purposes, the SCF-to-SCF scheme is explained using the UPT 
outgoing/incoming call scenario. The outgoing/incoming call is chosen because it 
effectively includes the call procedures of registration, outgoing call and incoming call 
scenarios. Furthermore, as explained in the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, the call 
procedure of the service profile variation is similar to the call procedure in the registration 
call scenarios. Therefore, the outgoing/incoming call scenario is able to provide a 
comprehensive explanation of how the SCF-to-SCF scheme works.
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Recall that Chapter 2 presented the SCF-to-SCF scheme, die authentication and InCall 
location information are stored in both the home and visiting networks. The OutCall 
location information and the call screening configuration are assumed to be stored in the 
home network only (service data storage issue). Moreover, registration and authentication 
are handled by the SRF in the visiting network (SRF connection issue), and so is the call 
control point (call control point issue).
Figure 10 depicts four INs: the home network of subscriber A (HNa ) and subscriber B 
(HNB), visiting networks 1 and 2. Subscriber B (Sg), who is located in Visiting Network 1, 
originates a call to subscriber A (S^). Both and Sg are assumed to have registered in the
visiting networks in which they are located. Therefore, their authentication and the detailed 
InCall location information (InCall DL) are cached in the visiting networks. S^, however,
has not registered at his or her terminal, therefore is required to perform user 
authentication.
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Sx - Subscriber X
HNX - The home network of subscriber X 
BLX - Basic location information of subscriber X 
DLX - Detailed location information of subscriber X 
Ax- Authentication information of subscriber X 
Cx - Call screening configuration of subscriber X
Figure 10 - A UPT ou tgoing/in coming call using the SCF-to-SCF interface
The call procedure shown in Figure 10 is described as follows:
(1) SB supplies the UPT number, authentication information and the called number (ie. 
the UPT number of SA) to the SRF, which relays this information to the SCF. The 
SCF retrieves Ag and compares the retrieved information with the entered 
information.
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(2) The SCF in die call origination network queries the SDF (in Visiting Network 1) for 
Ab.
(3) The SDF is able to locate Ag and returns the requested information to the SCF, 
because Sg has already registered in the call origination network. The SCF 
compares the entered information with the retrieved Ag.
(4) The SCF can deduce from the called number that the service profile of SA is not 
located in the call origination network. Thus, the SCF queries the SCF in the HN^ 
for the call screening configuration and the BLA.
(5) The SCF in the H N ^ retrieves the requested information from the SDF, and returns 
it to the call origination network.
(6) This scenario assumes that the call screening configuration is defined to route all 
calls to SA. Therefore, the call is routed to Visiting Network 2.
(7) The SSF in Visiting Network 2 queries the SCF for further instructions.
(8) The SCF in Visiting Network 2 retrieves the DLA from the SDF.
(9) Based on the DLA returned, the SCF in Visiting Network 2 instructs the SSF/CCF 
to route the call to SA.
3.3.2.3. Comparison of UPT service provision schemes
The previous sections have explained how the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme and the SCF- 
to-SCF scheme can provide the UPT service. In this section, these schemes are compared 
qualitatively.
Standardisation
With the SCF-to-SCF scheme, service data is transferred over the SCF-to-SCF interface. 
Therefore, this interface must be standardised before INs can exchange service data.
With the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, there is no transfer of service data transfer 
between INs. Therefore, this scheme can be deployed immediately, eliminating the delay 
caused by standardisation.
Bearer channel utilisation
In the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, UPT incoming calls initiated in a visiting network are 
routed to the home network of the called subscriber unconditionally. This type of call
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routing may lead to unnecessary seizure of bearer channels. For instance, in a UPT incoming 
call scenario, if the calling party and the called subscriber are located in the same visiting 
network, the call is routed from the call origination network to the home network of the 
called subscriber. After looking up the current location of the called subscriber, the call is 
routed back to the call origination network. Thus, bearer channels may be used up 
unnecessarily to route calls to and from the home network of the called subscriber.
The SCF-to-SCF scheme eliminates the bearer channel utilisation problem by retrieving the 
location of the called subscriber over the SCF-to-SCF interface, before seizing any bearer 
channels for call routing.
Transfer of call screening configuration
With the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, UPT calls, such as registration and service profile 
variation, are routed to and handled by the home network. Consequently, there is no need 
to transfer call screening configuration between INs. Thus, the inter-network signalling 
traffic is eliminated.
With the SCF-to-SCF scheme, since the call origination network is chosen to be the call 
control point, the call origination network requires the call screening configuration to handle 
UPT incoming calls. This information is retrieved from the home network, which generates 
inter-network signalling traffic. Furthermore, transfer of call screening configuration also 
means that a standardised format is required for the configuration. In addition, the size of 
the call screening configuration may also have a significant impact on the call establishment 
delay, especially when the call screening configuration includes voice clips.
Service Data management
With the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, UPT service data is held in the home network of 
the subscribers. Since the service data is not transferred to other INs, the task of managing 
this data is simpler compared to the SCF-to-SCF scheme. The SCF-to-SCF scheme will need 
to handle data synchronisation problems.
Discussion
The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme can be deployed readily, while the SCF-to-SCF scheme 
requires the standardisation of the SCF-to-SCF interface and the format of call screening 
configuration. Nonetheless, the SCF-to-SCF interface has a distinct advantage of optimising 
the utilisation of bearer channels. Moreover, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme generates 
less inter-network signalling network, but in the expense of inter-network call traffic. That 
means as the UPT service becomes more popular, the number of bearer channels being 
seized unnecessarily also increases. Therefore, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme can be
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used during the initial deployment of UPT service. After the standardisation of the IN 
interface and the format of call screening configuration, the SCF-to-SCF scheme should be 
used to eliminate the bearer channel utilisation problem.
3.4. Summary
In summary, IN has been concluded to be a suitable network architecture for providing the 
UPT service. This is because all the UPT service access, service intelligence and service 
management requirements can be supported by the functions provided by the IN functional 
architecture.
This chapter examines the provision of UPT service in a single IN environment. This concept 
is then extended to the multiple IN environment, where IN-to-IN interaction issues arise. 
These issues include inter-network traffic, service data storage, call control and the selection 
of IN interface points. Based on these issues, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is 
constructed to illustrate how these issues can be used to formulate a service provision 
scheme. This scheme is then compared to the SCF-to-SCF scheme described in [FSY90] and 
[CFCC92]. The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is concluded to be a suitable scheme for the 
initial deployment of UPT service, and the SCF-to-SCF scheme can be used when the take up 
of the UPT service increases.
In this chapter, the focus has been on the IN-to-IN interaction issues that affect UPT service 
provision in the wireline or PSTN environment Ubiquitous personal mobility, however, 
requires UPT service access from both wireline and wireless networks. To address this 
requirement, the next chapter will examine the service provision issues over the wireless 
network.
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4. Provision of UPT service in the PLMN
The previous chapter has examined the IN-to-IN interaction issues that affect the provision 
of UPT service in the PSTN. This chapter focuses on the service provision issues of UPT in 
wireless networks. In particular, the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) is chosen for 
discussion because of its popularity.
This chapter investigates whether the UPT service can he supported by the PLMN by 
studying the IN interaction issues involved in the provision of UPT service. To enable the 
study of IN-to-IN interaction issues, a PLMN is modelled by the IN functional architecture. 
This is achieved by mapping the functions of various PLMN components to the functions 
provided by FEs. The notation 'INplmn' is used to represent this concept To differentiate 
the IN architecture in the PLMN from the PSTN environment, the notation 'INpstn' is used 
to represent the PSTN case discussed in Chapter 3.
Interaction issues between a single INpstn and 311 INplmn (ie- INpsTN“t°-INpLMN interaction 
issues) have been examined by [P92]. However, the single INpstn and INplmn model is not 
sufficient to address the ubiquitous requirements of UPT. To illustrate this point, consider a 
non-UPT subscriber who, roaming in the INplmn/ initiates a call to a UPT subscriber in the 
INpstn- II the INplmn (ie- the call origination network) is selected to be the call control 
point, the INplmn needs to retrieve the necessary service data from the appropriate INpstn 
to handle the call From the INplmn perspective, the problem is to determine the IN from 
which service data should be retrieved.
There are two ways of solving this problem. The first is to store service logic and data in the 
INplmn- Thus, the INplmn behaves exactly like the INpstn from the UPT service provision 
perspective. That means the INpsTN-to-INpLMN interaction issues are identical to the IN pstn- 
to-INpsTN interaction issues discussed in Chapter 3. The second method is to associate an 
INpstn  With the IN plm n - With the second method, UPT service logic and data are assumed 
to be stored in the INpstn only. Thus, whenever the INplmn requires UPT service data, it 
queries the associated INpstn  I ° r  the information. Furthermore, if the required service data 
is not held in the associate INpsrN/ the associated INpstn  determines the storage location of 
the service data and retrieves it  Thus, the interactions between multiple IN spstn  and the 
INplm n  become IN pstn^xj-IN pstn/PLMN interactions. The second method is assumed in the 
following discussions, as the first method has already been covered in Chapter 3.
This chapter concentrates on the INpsTN"to-INpsrN/PLMN interaction issues that affect the 
provision of UPT service. Moreover, the author proposes that the INpstn-I°"INpstn/PLMN
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interaction can be perceived as a combination of INpsiNdo-INpsiN and INpsTN"to-INpLMN 
interactions, which assists in the design of the service provision schemes.
4.1. Description of a PLMN
[P92] proposed that the PLMN can be modelled by the IN functional architecture, but it fell 
short of mapping the functions of PLMN components to the FEs. The functions of different 
PLMN components are described in this section, and they are mapped to the functions 
provided by one or more FEs in the IN functional architecture.
• Mobile station and Base station
A mobile station (MS) is a terminal used by the subscriber to communicate with the 
network. Each subscriber possesses a unique identification number, known as the 
International Mobile Station Identify (IMSI), which specifies the home country, the 
home network and the identity of the subscriber.
In addition to the IMSI, the Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network 
Number (MSISDN) and the Mobile Station Routing Number (MSRN) are also used in 
the provision of mobile services. The MSISDN is the directory number used by other 
subscribers to call the PLMN subscriber. Specifically, the MSISDN consists of the 
country code, the national destination code and the subscriber's number. The MSRN 
is used by the PLMN to route calls to a particular MS.
A base station (BS) consists of the radio equipment necessary to communicate with 
the MSs. Normally, multiple BSs are deployed because they are designed to cover a 
limited geographical area.
The functions performed by the MS and the BS fall under the category of CCAF.
• Mobile switching centre
A mobile switching centre (MSC) provides an interface between the radio system (ie. 
BSs) and the switching network. This interface enables the MSC to provide call 
routing between MSs and the rest of the network (wireline and wireless). Thus, a MSC 
is responsible for performing call control functions (CCF). In addition, a MSC needs to 
recognise calls that are destined for another MS in the same PLMN, so it can handle 
the call accordingly. This service recognition is equivalent to one of the functions 
performed by the service switching function (SSF).
Furthermore, the MSC provides the voice mail, which is one of the functions 
supported by the SRF.
• Home location register and Visitor location register
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The home location register (HLR) maintains information about the PLMN subscribers, 
and stores the location information of MSs for terminal tracking purposes.
The visitor location register (VLR) stores the location information of MSs that are 
located in the geographical area controlled by the VLR. This information is stored for 
tracking MSs. A VLR is associated with one or more MSCs, and the area controlled by 
the VLR is the combined area controlled by the connected MSCs.
Both the HLR and VLR provide functions equivalent to the ones supported by the 
SCF and the SDF.
This section has shown that the PLMN can be modelled by the IN functional architecture. 
The next section will focus on the INpsrN_t°"INpsTN/PLMN interaction issues that affect UPT 
service provision.
4.2. Service Provision Issues
Based on the ENplmn architecture discussed in the previous section, this section examines 
the INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN interaction issues that affect the provision of UPT service. These 
issues include the inter-network traffic, the selection of EMpsxN-to-INpLMN interface points, 
service data storage and call control issues.
Most of these INpsTN'to-INpsTN/PLMN interaction issues can be separated into INpsTN-to- 
INpsTN interaction and INpsTN-to-INpiMN interaction issues, provided the service data is 
not held in the INplmn- This separation is explained in the following sub-sections.
4.2.1. Inter-network traffic
A UPT service provision scheme should minimise the inter-network traffic between 
INspsTN/ as well as inter-network traffic between the INplmn and the associated BSTpsiN- 
The former type of traffic is affected by the EMpgxN-to-INpsTN interface, service data storage 
issues and call control issues in the INpstn environment These issues have already been 
covered in Chapter 3. The latter type of traffic is governed by the INpsrN-to-INpLMN 
interface, the service data storage and call control issues in the INplmn and INplmn 
environment These issues are discussed in the following sections.
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4.2.2. INpsTN-to-INpLMN interface issue
A number of INpsxN t̂o-INppMN interface points have been presented in [P92], which are 
summarised in Figure 11. The subscript 'M' (stands for mobile) is used in Figure 11 to 
denote the FEs in the INplmn-
A: CCF-to-CCFM interface 
B: SSF-to-SCFM interface 
C: SCF-to-SCFM interface
Figure 11 - INpsTN“t°_INpLMN interface points [P92]
Similar to the IN interface points discussed in Chapter 3, the SSF-to-SCFM interface creates 
an undesirable coupling between INs. This is because an IN has to depend on the service 
logic of another, thus hindering the evolution of independent INs. Hence, the SSF-to-SCFM 
interface will not be considered in the following discussions.
With the CCF-to-CCFM interface, calls are routed between the INplmn and the associated 
INpsxN/ thus generating inter-network call traffic.
With the SCF-to-SCFM interface, signalling information is exchanged between the INplmn 
and the associated INpsTN/ thus generating inter-network signalling traffic.
Therefore, the choice of CCF-to-CCFM and SCF-to-SCFM interface is a trade-off between 
inter-network call and signalling traffic.
4.2.3. Service data storage issue
The service data storage issue can be considered as the combination of INpsTN"to-INpsxN 
interaction and INpsTN-to-INpLMN interaction issues. The former addresses how service data
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should be stored in the INpgrN/ which has been covered in Chapter 3. The latter specifies 
how INplmn should interface with the INpstn to retrieve the required service data. Since 
the UPT service logic and data is assumed to be stored in the INpstn only, this issue 
becomes trivial
4.2.4. Call Control Issues
In addition to the service data storage issue, there are two call control issues that need to be 
addressed: the SRF connection and the call control point issues.
4.2.4.1. SRF connection
UPT registration and outgoing calls initiated from the INplmn require the service of the 
SRF. These calls can be routed to either the SRF in the INplmn or the one in the associated 
INpstn- If these calls are routed to the SRF in the INplm n/ the SRF needs to exchange UPT 
service data with the INpstn- Thus, generating inter-network signalling traffic. On the other 
hand, if UPT calls are routed to the SRF in the INpstn/ inter-network call traffic is generated. 
Therefore, the choice of the SRF connection is a trade-off between inter-network call and 
signalling traffic.
4.2A.2. Call Control Point
The call control point for a UPT call initiated from the INplmn can he either at the INplmN/ 
the associated INpstn or the home network of the called subscriber.
If the INplmn is chosen to be the call control point, the INplmn needs to retrieve call 
screening configuration from the INpstn- Thus, inter-network signalling traffic is generated. 
Furthermore, the INplm n  needs to interpret the call screening configuration, which means 
that the IN plm n  is needs to have the service logic to understand the call screening 
configuration. Therefore, this call control point violates the assumption of storing UPT 
service logic only in the INpstn- Hence, the INplm n  option will not be considered further.
If the associated INpstn or the home network is chosen to be the call control point, UPT calls 
originated from the IN plm n  aTe routed to either one of these networks, thus generating 
inter-network call traffic.
Section 4.2 has discussed various INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN interaction issues that affect UPT 
service provision. In the next section, these issues are used as the basis of developing a UPT 
service provision scheme.
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4.3. Service provision schemes between PSTN and PLMN
INpsTN'to-INpsTN/PLMN service provision schemes need to deal with INpsxN-to,TNpsxN 
interaction issues, as well as INpsiN'to-INpLMN interaction issues. Therefore, an INpsxN-*0- 
INpstn /PLMN service provision scheme is more complicated to design than the schemes 
discussed in Chapter 3. The design complication, however, can be alleviated somewhat by 
considering the INpsTN_t°-INpsrN/PLMN service provision scheme as a combination of two 
types of schemes: INpsTN-t°-INpsTN and INpsxN'to-INpLMN service provision schemes. This 
concept allows network designers to concentrate on issues related to each type of scheme.
This section explains how the INpsxN-to-INpsiN and INpsxN-t°-INpLMN service provision 
schemes can be combined to form an INpsxN"l°"lNpSTN/PLMN service provision scheme. 
Specifically, one of the INpsxN-t°-INpLMN discussed in [P92] is presented. This scheme is 
then combined with the INpsxN-to-INpsxN service provision schemes discussed in Chapter 3 
to form the INpsxN~to-INpsxN/PLMN service provision scheme.
4.3.1. INpsTN-to-INpLMN Serv*ce Provision Scheme
The SCF-to-SCFM scheme is chosen as an example to illustrate the operation of an INpgxN" 
to-INpLMN service provision scheme. This scheme has been discussed in [P92], but it has 
only been presented in the context of UPT incoming calls (initiated from the INpsxn)- The 
SCF-to-SCFM scheme is concluded to have a relatively short call setup delay, and a better 
routing efficiency compared to other schemes. In this section, different types of call 
scenarios are examined in order to present a more complete picture of the SCF-to-SCFM 
scheme.
With the SCF-to-SCFM scheme, the SCF-to-SCFM interface is used to exchange signalling 
information between the IN psxn  and INplm n -
In the following discussion, the home network information is assumed to be embedded in 
the UPT number. The embedded information allows networks to identify the home network 
of a subscriber.
4.3.1.1. UPT incoming call
Consider a non-UPT subscriber who is located in the INpsxn  (associated with the INplm n )/ 
initiates a call to a UPT subscriber in the INplmn- This incoming call scenario (initiated from 
the INpsxn) is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - A UPT incoming call initiated from the INpsTN [P92]
The SSF in the associated INpstn realises that the call requires IN processing. Thus, the SSF 
queries the SCF for further instructions. The SCF retrieves the call screening configuration 
and the current location of the called subscriber from the SDF. Since the called subscriber is 
currently roaming in the PLMN, the SCF initiates a roaming number query to the SCFm 
using the IMSI. After consulting the SDF^, the SCFm returns the requested MSRN to the 
SCF, which relays this information to the SSF. The SSF/CCF then routes the call to the 
destination SSF^/ CCFm-
The SCF-to-SCF]y[ scheme offers excellent routing efficiency because the CCF can route the 
call directly to the destination CCF^. Furthermore, high speed links can be used to connect 
the SCF and the SCFm, thus reducing the call establishment delay. However, 
standardisation at the SCF-to-SCFM interface is required before this scheme can be realised.
In addition, a UPT incoming call can also be initiated from the INplmn- Consider the 
scenario where a non-UPT subscriber who is roaming in the INplmN/ initiates a call to a UPT 
subscriber in the INpstn* This incoming call scenario (initiated from the INplmn) is 
illustrated in Figure 13.
signalling connection 
bearer connection
Figure 13 - UPT incoming call initiated from the INplm n
The SSFm realises from the called UPT number that the call requires the attention of the 
SCFm- The SCFm queries the SCF for the call destination. For illustration purposes, the 
associated INpstn is assumed to be the home network of the called subscriber. Thus, the 
SCF retrieves the call screening configuration and the current location of the called 
subscriber from the SDF. Assume that the called subscriber wishes to receive the call, the 
current location of the called subscriber is returned to the SCFm as the call destination. The 
SCFm then instructs the SSFm/CCFm to route the call to its destination.
4.3.1.2. Registration, de-registration, service profile  variation calls
The SCF-to-SCFM scheme assumes that if a registration, deregistration and service profile 
variation call is initiated from the associated INpgTN/ the call is handled by the SRF in the 
INpstn- However, if the call is originated from the INplmN/ it is connected to the SRFm- As 




Figure 14 - UPT registration call initiated from the INplmn
From the called number, the SSFm realises that the call requires the attention of the SCFm- 
The SCFm then instructs the SSFm/ CCFm to route the call to the SRFm- The SRFm interacts 
with the user to obtain the necessary service information, which is sent to the SCF via the 
SCFm- The SCF compares the entered authentication information with the stored 
information, and a verdict of whether the registration is successful is delivered to the SRFm 
via the SCFm-
The call procedures of a de-registration and service profile variation call are similar to the 
registration call procedure, except that the service information exchanged between the 
subscriber and the SRFm is different
Furthermore, the SCF-to-SCFM scheme requires modification in the SSFm to track UPT 
outgoing calls initiated from the INplmn f°r billing purposes.
4.3.1.3. UPT Outgoing Call
If the UPT outgoing call is originated from the associated INpstn, the corresponding call 
procedure is similar to the outgoing call scenario covered in Section 3.3.2.
If the UPT call is initiated from the INplmn, assume that the call originating subscriber has 
been registered at the MS, the call is connected to the SRFm f°r user authentication or 
OutCall registration. The call procedure involved in connecting the call to the SRFm are 
identical to the call procedure described in the registration call scenario. If the subscriber 
chooses to "OutCall" register at the MS, the OutCall location information is updated in the
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associated INpstn- Subsequently, the SCFm instructs the SSFjyj/ CCFm to route the call to its 
destination.
If the call originating subscriber has already registered at the MS, the call procedure 
involved is identical to the call procedure described in the UPT incoming call scenario 
(initiated from the INplmn) described in this section.
4.3.1.4. UPT Outgoing/lncoming Call
If the outgoing/ incoming call is initiated from the INpstn and terminated at the INplmn/ the 
call procedure involved can be considered as a combination of the outgoing call scenario 
described in Chapter 3 and the incoming call scenario described in Section 4.3.1.1.
If the outgoing/ incoming call is initiated from the INplmn and terminated at the INpsxN/ the 
corresponding call procedure can be considered as a combination of the outgoing call and 
the incoming call (initiated from the INplmn) scenarios described in Section 4.3.1.
4.3.2. INpsTN~to-lNpstn/plmn Service Provision Scheme
As mentioned earlier, an INpsrN-to-INpsTN/PLMN service provision scheme can be designed 
by formulating an INpsTN-to-INpLMN scbeme and an INpsTN“to-INpstn scheme separately, 
and then combining them. As an example, this section discusses a new INpsxN-to- 
INpsTN/PLMN service provision scheme engineered by this design technique.
The new INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN service provision scheme is discussed in the context of the 
UPT outgoing/incoming calls, because the call procedure of outgoing/incoming calls 
effectively includes the call procedures of registration, outgoing and incoming call scenarios. 
That means the call procedure of the UPT outgoing/incoming call scenario practically 
covers most of the call scenarios. Therefore, the UPT outgoing/incoming call is selected for 
discussion.
The new scheme is formed by combining the SCF-to-SCFM scheme (discussed in the Section 
4.3.1) and the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme (discussed in Chapter 3). Since a UPT 
outgoing/incoming call can be initiated from the INpstn or the INplmN/ the following 
discussion is divided into two sub-sections: The UPT outgoing/incoming call initiated from 
the INpstn the UPT outgoing/incoming call initiated from the INplmn-
4.3.2.1. UPT outgoing/incoming call initiated from the INpstn
Consider a UPT outgoing/incoming call where a UPT subscriber, Subscriber B (SB), calls 
another UPT subscriber, subscriber A (Sa)- This call scenario involves four INs: the home
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network of Sp (HNp), the home network of Sa  (HNa), Network Z (a non-home INpstn) and 
the INplmn which is associated with HNa - Furthermore, the following call scenario 
assumes that Sp is located in the INpsTN/ and Sa has already registered in INplmn- Figure 15 
illustrates the call procedure of this call scenario.




Sx: Subscriber X 1: Sp dials the service access code
HNx: Home network of Sx 2: Call routing to HNp
2: Interaction between Sp and the SRF 
3: Authentication procedure 
4: Call routing to HNa 
5: Retrieve current location of Sa 
6: Retrieve MSRN from the SCFm 
7: Call routing to the INppMN 
8: Obtain addition routing information 
9: Call routing to Sa
Figure 15 - A UPT outgoingAncoming call initiated from the INpstn
The HNp provides a UPT Service Access Code (SAC) in Network Z, whereby a subscriber 
whose home network is HNp can dial this SAC to access his or her UPT service from 
Network Z. Sp who is located in Network Z dials the SAC. Network Z then routes the call to 
the SRF in the HNp, where user authentication is performed. Sp also supplies the called UPT 
number, which is used by the HNp to route the call to the HNa - The SCF in the HNa
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retrieves the call screening configuration and the current location of Sa from the SDF. The 
SDF in the HNa  then returns the MSISDN at which Sa is registered to the SCF. From the 
MSISDN, the SCF in the HNa  realises that Sa is located in the INplmn- Thus, the SCF 
retrieves the MSRN from the SCFm- Based on the MSRN returned, the call is routed to the 
destination SSFm/CCFm- Additional routing information is obtained before the call is 
routed to Sa-
4.3.2.2. UPT outgoing/incom ing call in itia ted from the INplmn
In addition, a UPT outgoing/incoming call can be initiated from the INplmn- This call 
scenario is illustrated in Figure 16 which depicts the call scenario where Sa places a call to 
Sp. The following discussion assumes that Sa is located in the INplmN/ and Sp is registered 
in a non-home INpsiN/ Network Z.
IN -to- IN , I IN -to-INPSTN PSTN • PSTN PLMN
l
Network Z tNpLMN
____  signalling connection
-------  bearer connection
Sx: Subscriber X 1: Sa dials the UPT service access code
HNX: Home network of Sx 2: User interaction with the SRFM
3: User authentication 
4: Call routing to the HNp 
5: Retrieve current location of Sp 
6: Call routing to Network Z 
7: Call routing to Sp
Figure 16 - A UFT outgoing/incoming call initiated from the INplmn
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Assume that has not registered at the MS at which the call is initiated, the call is routed 
to the SRFjyi, where user authentication is performed. Specifically, the SRFm collects the 
authentication information and the called UPT number from Sa, and this information is sent 
to the SCF (in the associated IN pstn) f°r processing via the SCF^. After the authentication is 
completed, the SSF^/ CCFm is instructed to route the call to the HNp. The SSF in the HNp 
informs the SCF about the UPT call, and the SCF retrieves the call screening configuration 
and the current location of Sp from the SDF. Based on the location information, the SCF in 
the HNb instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call to Network Z, where Sb is registered.
4.3.3. Summary
In summary, this chapter has demonstrated a PLMN can be modelled by the IN functional 
architecture. Therefore, IN-to-IN interactions between a PLMN and PSTNs can be perceived 
as interactions between an IN plm n  and INspstn-
In this chapter, interactions between INplmn and INspstn bave been modelled as INpsiN'to- 
INpsTN/PLMN interactions. Thus, the interaction issues that have an impact on UPT service 
provision are discussed in the context of the INpsTN'to-INpgTN/PLMN interactions. These 
issues include inter-network traffic, INpsTN-to-INpLMN interface points, service data storage 
and call control related issues.
Furthermore, since most of these issues can be de-coupled into INpsTN"to-INpsrN and 
INpSTN~t°“INpLMN issues, the author suggests that the design of a service provision scheme 
should also be de-coupled into an INpgxN-to-INpsrN scheme and an INpsTNdn-INpLMN 
scheme. This design technique allows network designers to breakdown complicated design 
problems, enabling them to concentrate on interaction issues related to each scheme. As an 
example, a new INpsTN"to-INpsTN/PLMN service provision scheme is engineered using this 
design technique, demonstrating its feasibility.
As a whole, this chapter has examined various interaction issues between INspstn and the 
INplmn- By addressing these issues, it is possible to design a service provision scheme that 
allows UPT service to be supported in the PLMN environment
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5. Quantitative Analysis
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section compares the CCF/SCF-to- 
CCF/SCF service provision scheme with the SCF-to-SCF service provision scheme discussed 
in Chapter 3. In particular, the call establishment delay of a UPT incoming call is used as the 
criterion for comparison. The call establishment delays of both schemes are analysed based 
on a distributed IN model.
In the second section, the placement of UPT service data in a network is addressed. 
Specifically, UPT service data is accessed during the call establishment phase of a UPT 
incoming call The placement of service data in a network affects the call establishment 
delay of an incoming call Several data distribution schemes will be discussed from the 
perspective of call establishment delay.
5.1. Call Establishment Delay of a UPT incoming call
Chapter 3 has compared the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme with the SCF-to-SCF scheme 
qualitatively. In this section, a quantitative comparison is carried out from the perspective of 
call establishment delay . The call establishment delay of a UPT call is affected by the 
processing delay of the SCF and SDF, which is collectively known as a service node (SN). 
Processing delay of a SN can be modelled by a traffic flow model. By establishing the 
parameters that specify the model, one can calculate the call establishment delay for 
different types of UPT calls. As an example, the call establishment delay for the UPT 
incoming call scenario is chosen for discussion. The following discussion is based on the 
author's research work in [TCM92].
This section is divided into five sub-sections: Background information, Probability 
distribution of UPT incoming calls, the service node model, traffic flow analysis and 
comparison between the two service provision schemes.
The background information section explains the concepts that are fundamental to the 
quantitative analysis. For instance, UPT incoming calls can be categorised into two different 
types based on the location of IN resources.
The probability distribution section shows the occurrence probability associated with 
different types of incoming calls.
The service node model section presents a traffic flow model, which describes the flow of 
signalling traffic in an incoming call
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Based on the probability distribution and the service node model, the call establishment 
delay of a UPT incoming call is established.
In the traffic flow analysis section, the delay characteristics of the two service provision 
schemes is presented. A comparison between the two schemes is then provided in Section
5.1.5.
5.1.1. Background Information
A network, whether it is global or national, can be divided into one or more regions known 
as domains. Each domain is assumed to have a SN. Each SN contains the UPT service data 
that is local to the domain, and this information is not cached in other domains. The SNs 
communicate with each other over the Signalling System Number 7 (SS7) network.
In this discussion, the concept of "home" and "non-home" are applied to domains. 
Specifically, the home domain of a UPT subscriber is the domain in which his or her service 
profile is stored. Any other domains are classified as non-home domains from the 
subscriber's perspective.
5.1.1.1. Local and remote call procedures
A UPT call procedure where all the required IN resources are located in the same domain as 
the call is invoked is known as a local call procedure. However, if one or more IN resources 
are located outside the call origination domain, the call procedure is considered to be 
remote. Furthermore, since the call origination domain is used as the reference, it is known 
as the reference domain. Note that the local call procedure generates intra-domain traffic, 
while the remote call procedure leads to inter-domain traffic.
5.1.1.2. Inter-domain call traffic coefficient and subscriber mobility
[TCM92] proposed that UPT call scenarios can be specified by two variables.
The first variable is the inter-domain traffic coefficient (/?), which represents the
proportion of UPT calls that require the use of IN resources of another domain. That means 
these calls generate remote call procedure. If all calls can be handled solely by IN resources 
in the call originating domain, then /? will be zero.
Furthermore, calls may be initiated from a non-home domain, therefore, the inter-domain 
subscriber mobility ( Ct ) is defined to represent the probability that a UPT subscriber is
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located outside his or her home domain. For example, if all the UPT subscribers stay in their 
home domains, & will be zero.
5.1.1.3. Home Origin and Home Destination
In addition to the inter-domain traffic coefficient and inter-domain subscriber mobility, it is 
necessary to introduce the concept of home origin and destination.
A call is considered to have a home origin if the home domain of the calling party is the 
same as the reference domain. Otherwise, the call is considered to have a non-home origin.
Similarly, a call is considered to have a home destination if the home domain of the called 
party is the same as the reference domain. Otherwise, the call is considered to have a non­
home destination.
A UPT call can be described by having a home or non-home origin and similarly for the 
destination. For clarify, the notation adopted in [TCM92] is used here to specify the concept 
of home and non-home. A UPT call is denoted by
(X,Y),
where X represents the call origination type and Y represents the call destination type. For
instance, (H, H  ) denotes a UPT call that has a home origin and a non-home destination. 
Using this notation, UPT calls can be described by a complete permutation of home (and 
non-home) origin and destination.
The probability distribution associated with each permutation (or condition) can be 
specified by a  and /? . For example, the occurrence probability of a call with condition (H,
H ) i s  derived from two variables:
(1) The probability that the call is initiated from the calling party's home domain (ie. I — a ) ,  
and
(2) the probability that the call is not initiated from the home domain of the called pariy (ie.
P)-
The complete permutations of home origin and destination, and their corresponding 
probabilities are shown in Table 3.
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UPT call Probability
(H,H) ( l - a ) ( l - / ? )
(H ,tf) (1 -  a )ß
( H ,  H) a ( i - ß )
( h , h ) a ß
Table 3 - Distribution of UPT call cases [TCM92]
5.1.2. Probability Distribution of UPT incoming calls
A UPT incoming call can be characterised by a combination of call conditions shown in 
Table 3. As an example, if the called party is in the reference domain, the call procedure is 
classified as local This condition is denoted as (*, H), where * represents "don't care". The 
probability distribution of UPT incoming calls is summarised in Table 4.








Table 4 - Probability distribution of the UPT incoming call scenario [TCM92]
The use of CC and /? is not limited to UPT incoming calls, [TCM92] has shown that CC and 
P  are sufficient to describe the probability distribution of other UPT call scenarios.
5.1.3. The Service Node Model
The SN Model section presents a traffic flow model, which makes use of the probability 
distribution specified in the previous section to derive the delay characteristics of local and 
remote procedures.
Recall that a SN represents two FEs, namely, the SCF and the SDF. The SN model uses 
queues and processors to model these FEs. The model consists of three queues, each of 
which is serviced by a processor. All queues are assumed to have no prioritisation schemes, 
and all the items in the queue are processed in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) fashion. Three 
processors are used to process the queues, and their functions are described as follows.
The File Processor (FP) provides functions similar to the SDF. It stores UPT service 
information such as UPT service profiles. The FP accepts SCF-to-SDF (or simply SCF-SDF) 
queries. For each query accepted, the FP generates a corresponding SCF-SDF response.
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The Line Processor (LP) interfaces with external peripherals, which is SS7 in this case. The 
LP is responsible for buffering incoming (to the SN) and outgoing (to the SS7) messages, and 
subsequently forward them to the appropriate FEs.
The Application Processor (AP) processes messages from the LP and the FP. The AP 
provides functions similar to the SCF. It decides whether a message from the LP should be 
handled by this SN. In other words, the AP decides whether the UPT call should be treated 
as a local or remote procedure. If the AP decides to handle the message, it forwards a SCF- 
SDF query to the FP. If the AP decides that the SN cannot handle the message, it will issue a 
SCF-to-remote SCF (or simply SCF-SCF) query to a remote SN. For each remote query, a 
SCF-SCF response is expected from the remote SN. In addition, the AP is also responsible 
for routing responses from the FP (SCF-SDF response) to the LP.
In the model, the local and remote call procedures are described by interactions between 
FEs, which can be represented as transfer of signalling messages. A signalling message can 
either be a query or a response. This study assumes that a query generates one and only one 
response. The traffic flows for the SCF-to-SCF scheme and the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF 
scheme are described in the following sections.
5.1.3.1. The SCF-to-SCF scheme
Figure 17 illustrates the (signalling) traffic flow of the local UPT incoming call procedure.
SS7
SS7
Figure 17 - Traffic flow for the local UPT incoming call procedure [TCM92]
The steps shown in the above figure are described as follows:
(1) A non-UPT subscriber places a call to a UPT subscriber, a SSF-SCF query is sent 
from the SSF to the LP via SS7 links.
(2) The LP forwards the query to the AP.
(3) Since this is a local procedure, the AP sends a SCF-SDF query to the FP.
(4) In response, the FP sends a SCF-SDF response to the AP.
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(5) The AP processes the FP response and sends a SSF-SCF response to the LP.
(6) The LP forwards the SSF-SCF response to the appropriate SSF via the SS7 links. 
Figure 18 depicts the traffic flow of a remote UPT incoming call procedure.
SS7
SS7
Figure 18 - Traffic flow for the remote UPT incoming call procedure [TCM92]
The steps in the remote call procedure are described as follows:
(1) A non-UPT subscriber places a call to a UPT subscriber, a SSF-SCF query is sent 
from the SSF to the LP via SS7 links.
(2) The LP forwards the query to the AP.
(3) Since this is a remote procedure, the AP sends a SCF-SCF query to the appropriate 
remote SN via the LP.
(4) The LP forwards this query to the remote SN.
(5) The remote SN processes the query (refer to steps 9 to 14) and send a SCF-SCF 
response back to this SN.
(6) The LP forwards this response to the AP.
(7) The AP processes this response and sends a SSF-SCF response to the LP.
(8) The LP forwards the SSF-SCF response to the appropriate SSF via the SS7 links.
In addition, the SN needs to process remote queries originated from other SNs, and the 
ensuing steps follow:
(9) A remote SN sends a SCF-SCF query to this SN via the SS7 links.
(10) The LP forwards the query to the AP.
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(11) The AP realises that this is a query from a remote SN, so it sends a SCF-SDF query 
to the FP.
(12) The FP responds with a SCF-SDF response.
(13) The AP processes this response and generates a SCF-SCF response to the remote 
SN. This response is sent to the LP.
(14) The LP forwards the response to the remote SN via the SS7 links.
Assume that each domain generates the same amount of traffic, X messages per second. In 
other words, X specifies the total rate at which calls originate from a domain to UPT 
subscribers, whoever and wherever they are. From Table 4, the occurrence probability of a 
local call is 1 — /? , while the probability of a remote call is /? . The former probability
represents the probability of receiving a SSF-SCF query, while the latter probability 
represents the probability of receiving a SSF-SCF query, a SCF-SCF response or a SCF-SCF 
query. Thus, the total amount of traffic entering a SN ( T ^ ai ) is given by the weighted sum 
of the local and remote traffic. That is,
T m  =  (1 -y S H  +  3  A/? = (1 +  2P)X Equation 1
Note that in Equation 1, the total amount of traffic entering a SN is independent of the 
number of domains in a network, provided each domain generates the same amount of 
traffic.
In the SN model, each queue (with processor) is modelled as a M / M / l 1 queue. It has been 
stated in [LK76] that the average delay of a processor, which includes both the service and 
the waiting time, is expressed in terms of the processor capacity (C) and the arrival rate of 
messages (X ). Therefore, the average delays of LP, AP and FP (which are denoted as TLp,
Tap and Tpp respectively) are expressed as follows:
Tlp = —---- --------- where X ̂  = 2(1 +  2 fi)X
^L P  "'LP
1The notation 'M /M /l '  follows the widely used Kendall notation, which is used to describe 
a queuing system. Specifically, the first 'M' represents an exponential arrival distribution, 
the second 'M1 represents an exponential service distribution and '1' refers to the number of 
servers used in the system.
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1
where X^p = 2(1 +  fi)XA? n  _  i^ a p  A AP
1
TFp = -----------------where Xpp = X
Cpp — X pp
Note that the statedXpp, X ¿p , X Fp can be readily deduced from Figure 17 and 18. For
example, X pp can be deduced by summing all the local and remote traffic entering the LP. 
That is,
A L P = [ 2 ( l - f i )  +  (3 fi +  3fi)]A  
X L P  = 2 ( l  + 2 yff)/l
If the delay associated with the SS7 links is ignored, the delay incurred by the local and 
remote procedures can be deduced from Figure 17 and 18 respectively, and the equations
are shown as follows:
Tfocal = ^ L P  +  ^A P  +  TfP Equation 2
1remote ~ ^LP  +  ̂ A P  +  ^FP Equation 3
Thus, the average delay is given by the weighted sum 
procedure.
of the delay incurred by each
Taverage ~ PŶ loccA remote Equation 4
5.1.3.2. The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme
This section discusses the local and remote UPT incoming call procedures for the CCF/SCF- 
to-CCF/SCF scheme.
The traffic flow of the local UPT incoming call procedure is identical to the SCF-to-SCF 
scheme discussed in Section 5.1.3.1.
Figure 19 depicts the traffic flow of a remote UPT incoming call procedure.
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Figure 19  - Traffic flow for the remote UPT incoming rail procedure
The steps shown in the above figure are described as follows:
(1) A non-UPT subscriber calls a UPT subscriber who is registered in another domain. 
A SSF-SCF query is sent from the SSF to the LP via SS7 links.
(2) The LP forwards the query to the AP.
(3) The AP then forwards the query to the FP.
(4) In response, the FP returns the home domain information of the called subscriber.
(5) Based on the returned information, the AP instructs the SSF/CCF to route the call 
to the home domain of the called subscriber (ie. a SSF-SCF response to the LP).
(6) The LP forwards this response to the SSF.
In addition, a SN needs to process calls routed from a remote domain, which is explained in 
steps 7 to 12.
(7) A call originated from another network generates a SSF-SCF query, which is sent to 
theLP.
(8) The LP forwards this query to the AP.
(9) The AP sends a corresponding SCF-SDF query to the FP.
(10) The FP sends a SCF-SDF response back to the AP.
(11) Based on the SCF-SDF response, the AP instructs the SSF/ CCF to route the call to 
its destination by sending a SSF-SCF response to the LP.
(12) The LP forwards this response to the SSF.
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Based on the local and remote procedures described, the total amount of traffic arriving at a 
SN < T,o,al ) can be deduced.
Equation 5
Note that Equation 5 shows that the total traffic arriving at a SN is independent of the 
number of domains in a network, provided each domain generates the same amount of 
traffic.
If each queue in the CCF/SCF-fco-CCF/SCF scheme is assumed to be a M / M / l  queue, the 




------- 1------- where ^  =
C lp A,lp
--------1-------where 2d  W
C ap A ap
---------------- where +
r  —2^  FP FP
Note that the stated ¿ ¡ p ,  ¿ AP/ Xpp can be readily deduced from Figure 17 and 19. For 
instance, 2, ̂  can be deduced by summing all the local and remote traffic entering the LP. 
That is,
¿ lp = [ 2 ( l - / 3 )  +  2 0  +  2/3]A
¿ lp  ~  2 ( 1 + / ? ) A
If the delay of the SS7 links is ignored, the delay incurred by the local and remote 
procedures can be deduced from Figure 17 and 19 respectively, and the equations are 
shown as follows:
Tload =  2 T jj, +  2  Tap + Tpp Equation 6
^remote 4T [P + 4 T /(P+ 2 T FP Equation 7
Thus, the average delay is given by the weighted sum of the delay incurred by each 
procedure, which has already been discussed in Equation 4.
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5.1.4. Traffic Flow Analysis
The previous section has derived the equations that specify the delay of the local and remote 
UPT call procedures. In this section, these equations are used to perform traffic flow 
analysis on the two service provision schemes.
To enable the analysis of call establishment delay, both the processor capacities and the 
arrival rate of signalling messages need to be quantified. The following analysis assumes
that the arrival rate, ^  , from a single domain is 40 messages per second, and the utilisation 
(ie. ) is 0-8- With the SCF-to-SCF scheme, the service rates of the FP ( CFP ), LP ( CLP )
and AP (C AP) will be 50, 300 and 200 messages per second respectively. With the CCF /  SCF- 
to-CCF/SCF scheme, the service rates of the FP ( Cpp), LP ( C Lp ) and AP ( C AP ) will be 100, 
200 and 200 messages per second respectively. Note that the service rate of each processor is 
dimensioned to handle the heaviest traffic load in each scheme.
The analysis is carried out based on the above information. In addition, a network 
simulation program has been written to simulate the call establishment delay of the two 
service provision schemes. A discussion of the computer simulation is presented in 
Appendix A.
The results of the analysis and computer simulation are shown in the following graphs: the 
delays of the local call procedure for the SCF-to-SCF scheme, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF 
scheme and their comparison are plotted in Figures 20 to 22 respectively. The delays of the 
remote call procedure for the SCF-to-SCF scheme, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme and 
their comparison are plotted in Figures 23 to 25 respectively. The comparison of the average 
delay, which is the weighted sum of the two call procedures, is plotted in Figure 26.
The confidence limit for the computer simulation results are obtained with 95% confidence.
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Delay of Local Procedure 
(SCF-to-SCF scheme)
Figure 20 - Call establishment delay of the local UPT incoming call procedure for the
SCF-to-SCF service provision scheme
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Figure 21 - Call establishment delay of the local UPT incoming call procedure for the 
CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF service provision scheme
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Comparison of Local Procedures
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Figure 22 - Comparison of the local call establishment delays between the SCF-to-SCF 
scheme and the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/5CF scheme
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Figure 23 - Call establishment delay of the remote UPT incoming call procedure for the
SCF-to-SCF service provision scheme
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Delay of Remote Procedure 
(CCF/SCF4o-CCF/SCF scheme)
Figure 24 - Call establishment delay of the remote UPT incoming call procedure for the 
CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF service provision scheme
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Comparison of Remote Procedures
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Inter-domain traffic
Figure 25 - Comparison of the remote call establishment delays between the SCF-to-SCF 
scheme and the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme
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Comparison of Average Delays
Inter-domain traffic
Figure 26 - Comparison of the average delays between the SCF-to-SCF scheme and the
CCF/S CF-to-CCF/S CF scheme [TCM92]
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5.1.5. Discussion
Figure 20, 21, 23 and 24 show that the simulation results for the SCF-to-SCF scheme and the 
CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme agree well with the theoretical results, which verify the 
correctness of the theoretical results.
In Figures 20 to 26, as the level of inter-domain traffic increases, the number of messages 
generated in the network also increases, thus increasing the delay associated with each type 
of procedure. This is illustrated by the monotonie increasing nature of the curve. The 
exponential nature of the curve is due to the M / M / l  assumption.
In Figure 22, the call establishment delay of the local call procedure for the CCF/SCF-to- 
CCF/SCF scheme is always smaller than that of the SCF-to-SCF scheme. Note that although 
the local call procedures for the two schemes are the same, the Cpp, CLP and CAP for the 
two schemes are different, thus leading to different delay characteristics.
In Figure 25, the call establishment delay of the remote call procedure for the CCF/SCF-to- 
CCF/SCF scheme is always smaller than that of the SCF-to-SCF scheme.
Figure 26 shows the combined effect of Figure 22 and 25. As expected, if the inter-domain 
traffic is small compared to the total traffic, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme offers a 
significant advantage in terms of call establishment delay over the SCF-to-SCF scheme. In 
fact, the reduction in call establishment delay is more than 50% (ie. 72.07 msec) when the 
inter-domain traffic coefficient is 0.1. As inter-domain traffic increases, the difference in call 
establishment delay between the two schemes diminishes. For instance, when the inter­
domain traffic is 0.9, the reduction in using the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is only about 
6% (ie. 15.5 msec). Therefore, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is suitable during the initial 
deployment of UPT service, where the inter-domain traffic is expected to be sm all As the 
take up of UPT service increases, the disadvantages associated with the CCF/SCF-to- 
CCF/SCF scheme (discussed in Chapter 3) outweigh the small improvements in call 
establishment delay. Thus, the SCF-to-SCF scheme is more applicable when the take up of 
UPT service increases.
This study has not taken into account the effect of inter-network call traffic generated by the 
CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme. Specifically, call setup delay and bearer channel usage have 
not been considered. Further investigation in these areas is recommended. Furthermore, the 
SN model discussed assumes that all messages can be categorised into a single message 
type. A more rigorous approach should consider the case of multiple message types. Each 
message type will have different message lengths which lead to different service rates. The 
occurrence probability for different message types should also be addressed. Moreover, the
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delay introduced by die SS7 links has been ignored in this discussion, future study in this 
area is recommended.
5.1.6. Summary
In summary, Section 5.1 has compared the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF and the SCF-to-SCF 
schemes from the perspective of UPT incoming call establishment delay.
During the analysis, two parameters have been defined: the inter-domain coefficient and the 
inter-domain subscriber mobility. These parameters are used to specify the probability 
distribution of UPT incoming calls. Furthermore, a SN model for the UPT incoming call 
scenario has been established. The generic nature of this model makes it applicable to 
networks with any number of domains, provided that each domain generates equal amount 
of traffic. Using this model, individual delay characteristics of the local and remote call 
procedures are derived. These two sets of delay characteristics can be combined to form the 
average delay of a UPT incoming call
The theoretical results for the two service provision schemes have been presented. In 
addition, the simulation results of a computer simulation of the two schemes are included to 
validate the theoretical results.
The theoretical results illustrates the advantage of the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme over 
the SCF-to-SCF scheme in call establishment delay. This advantage, however, diminishes 
significantly as the take up of UPT service increases. Combined with the discussion in 
Chapter 3, this section concludes that the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is suitable for the 
initial deployment of UPT service, while the SCF-to-SCF scheme is more applicable when 
the take up of UPT service increases.
5.2. Optimal Placement of UPT Service Data
In Section 5.2, the optimal placement of UPT service data in a UPT incoming call is 
investigated. In particular, the SCF-to-SCF scheme is assumed in the following discussion.
During the setup of a UPT incoming call, the network translates the called UPT number to a 
physical destination number. This translation is based on the UPT service data stored in the 
service profile of the called subscriber.
All the UPT service data in a network can be stored in a single database, or it can be split 
into multiple databases. If the service data is stored in a single database, number translation 
only involves one access to the database. All the signalling traffic generated by number 
translation, however, will be directed to the single database. On the other hand, if UPT
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service data is split between multiple databases, that means each database contains only a 
portion of the total UPT service data, the signalling traffic generated will be shared between 
databases. Multiple database implementation means that number translation may require 
two database accesses. Specifically, assume that the signalling traffic generated by number 
translation is directed to the database closest to the calling party. If that database does not 
hold the required UPT service data, a query to another database is required. Thus, two 
database accesses are involved. Therefore, the distribution of service data in one or more 
databases is a trade-off between signalling traffic and database access.
In this section, different data distribution schemes are examined from the perspective of call 
establishment delay. In particular, various types of signalling delays associated with a UPT 
incoming call are identified. This section will also derive the probability distribution of each 
type of signalling delay. By substituting the appropriate delay values into the signalling 
delays, it is possible to calculate the call establishment delay of a UPT incoming call The 
difference between the derivation of the call establishment delay presented in this section 
and the derivation in Section 5.1 is that, the derivation in this section takes the SS7 delay into 
account. Furthermore, different types of intra and inter-domain traffic are identified in this 
section. Nonetheless, some of the concepts presented in Section 5.1, such as the inter-domain 
traffic coefficient, are applied to the following discussion.
The concepts discussed in Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.5 have been presented in [TB93]. Based on 
these concepts, Section 5.2.6 studies the impact of queuing delays in a SN on UPT incoming 
call establishment delay. The author also demonstrates his understanding of [TB93] by 
deriving all the relevant equations in Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.5.
5.2.1. Network Configuration and Assumptions
A network can be divided into a number of regions, known as local calling areas (LCAs). 
The following discussion assumes that a SN can serve one or more LCAs. Hence, a LCA 
does not necessarily contain a SN. A group of LCAs that are served by a common SN is 
collectively known as a service management domain, or simply a domain.
Furthermore, this section assumes that the service data of a UPT subscriber is stored in the 
SN of his or her home domain, and there is no replication of service data across domains (or 
SNs).
5.2.2. Types of Signalling traffic
UPT signalling traffic can be characterised by the call origination and destination. As an 
example, consider a network which is composed of two domains: domain 1 and domain 2.
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Each domain is assumed to contain two LCAs. This network configuration is shown in 
Figure 27.
stands for SDF
Figure 27 - Delay between FEs [TB93]
If a call is originated from a LCA with a SN, for instance, LCA1, number translation will be 
performed by the SN in LCA1. Hence, signalling traffic is generated in accessing the SN in 
LCA1. This type of traffic is known as direct access traffic.
If a call is originated from a LCA with no SN, for instance LCA2, the call is handled by the 
LCA (in the same domain) that contains a SN. Thus, the call generates signalling traffic in 
the same domain over the SS7 network. This type of traffic is known as SS7 access traffic.
Since these two types of traffic are not sufficient to specify the inter-domain signalling 
traffic, the concept of local and remote call procedures are also used. Recall the definition of 
a local call procedure is that all the required IN resources are located in the same domain as 
the call is invoked. In this case, a local call procedure means that the calling party is located 
in the home domain of the called subscriber. Hence, a local call procedure only generates 
intra-domain signalling traffic. Furthermore, a call procedure is classified as remote if not all 
the IN resources are located in the same domain. That means the calling party is not in the 
home domain of the called subscriber. Thus, a remote call procedure generates inter-domain 
signalling traffic.
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It is possible to associate signalling delays with each type of signalling traffic. Figure 27 
illustrates four different types of delay.
• D1 represents the signalling delay between the SSF and the SCF (ie. SSF-to-SCF 
delay).
• D2 represents the signalling delay between the SSF and the SCF, which is in 
another LCA (SSF-to-distant SCF delay).
• D3 represents the signalling delay between the SCF and the remote SCF (SCF-to- 
remote SCF delay).
• D4 represents the signalling delay between the SCF and the SDF (SCF-to-SDF 
delay).
The delay associated with each type of traffic can be specified by the delay model shown in 
Figure 27. A summary is shown in Table 5
Direct Access SS7 Access
Local Procedure D1+D4 D2+D4
Remote Procedure D1+D3+D4 D2+D3+D4
Table 5 - Delay of associated w ith each type of traffic [TB93]
5.2.3. Inter-domain Traffic
Using the inter-domain traffic, it is possible to derive the probability distribution of the 
signalling traffic associated with UPT incoming calls.
To specify the inter-domain traffic coefficient, consider a network which has n LCAs and k 
domains. Each LCA is assumed to generate the same amount of traffic, X messages per 
second. A portion of this traffic is destined for another LCA, which is referred to as the 
inter-LCA traffic. This inter-LCA traffic is denoted by X y , where i represents the call
origination LCA, and j represents the call destination LCA. Using this notation, the 
proportion of inter-LCA traffic originated from a LCA, y ¡, is represented by
n
Xÿ — Xu




From the inter-LCA traffic (ie. Equation 8), it is possible to derive the inter-domain traffic, 
P- Specifically, the traffic distribution of a network with n LCAs can be represented by a
matrix, where the row and column indices specify the traffic source destination respectively. 
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Since there are LCAs in a single domain, if uniform traffic distribution is assumed 








k(n - 1) Y Equation 9 [TB93]
5.2.4. Probability distribution of Signalling Traffic
Using the probability of inter-domain and intra-domain traffic, the occurrence probabilities 
of the four different types of traffic (discussed in Table 5) can be derived. Their derivations 
are shown as follows:
Type I: Local Procedure, direct Access
Only the LCAs that contain SNs fall into the direct access category, therefore, the proportion 
of LCAs that meets this criterion is y / . Furthermore, the local traffic is represented by 
1 — P , therefore the call distribution is
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Type II: Local Procedure, access via SS7
All the LCAs that do not contain SNs fall into the Type II category. The proportion of LCAs 
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Type III: Remote Procedure, direct access
Based on the same arguments as the ones in the Type I case, the proportion of LCAs that can 
directly access their SNs is . Therefore, the call distribution is
= k- en
_ k n{k -  X)y 
n L k(n -  1) 
k — 1
n - 1 Y
Type IV: Remote Procedure, access via SS7
Similar to the Type II case, the proportion of LCAs that can access SNs via SS7 is 1 — Kn
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Table 6 summarises the probability of each type of traffic.
Direct Access SS7 Access
Local
Procedure
k \ k  -  l l  
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n L w - i J
( n - k )
n
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\ k -  n
, Y (DI)
(n -  k \ k  - 1)  
k(n  - 1)
r  (IV)
Table 6 - Probability of occurrence for each signalling type [TB93]
By multiplying the signalling delays listed in Table 5 and their corresponding probability 
distribution (listed in Table 6), one can calculate the weighted signalling delay. These 
weighted delays can be added together to form the average UPT incoming call 
establishment delay.
5.2.5. Network Example
This section uses an example to explain how the above information can be used in the 
calculation of the average UPT incoming call establishment delay.
Consider a network which has six LCAs (ie. n=6). The number of domains, k, is varied in 
study their impact on call establishment delay. The network example also studies the impact 
of different types of signalling delay on the call establishment delay. This study is carried 
out by examining four different cases with varying delay values. Table 7 shows the delay 
values in milliseconds for the four cases.
Case A Case B Case C Case D
D1 200 200 200 200
D2 400 400 400 800
D3 400 800 400 400
D4 400 400 800 400
Table 7 - Delay values (in msec) used for Quantitative Analysis [TB93]
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Case A uses nominal delay values, this case is referred to as the reference case. Case B 
studies the effect of doubling the SCF-to-remote SCF delay (D3). Case C and D study the 
effect of doubling the SCF-to-SDF delay (D4) and the SSF-to-distant SCF delay (D2) 
respectively.
As one would expect, as the inter-LCA signalling traffic varies, the call establishment delay 
changes accordingly. The results are listed in Appendix B, and they are plotted in Figure 28.
Case A Case B
-1 onn













Proportion of Inter-LCA Traffic Proportion of Inter-LCA Traffic
(a) 0>)
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Case C Case D

















Proportion of Inter-LCA Traffic Proportion of Inter-LCA Traffic
(c) (d)
Figure 28(a)-(d) - Variations in call establishment delay as the inter-LCA traffic changes
[TB93]
The following observations can be made from Figure 28.
Figure 28(a) shows that as long as the inter-LCA traffic, Y , is less than 40% of the total 
traffic (inter and intra-LCA), the six-domain configuration (k=6) is the optimal choice. If the 
inter-LCA traffic increases beyond this critical point (ie. the intersection point between the 
k=l and k=6 curves), the one-domain configuration (k=l) is recommended.
Figure 28(b) illustrates that an increase in SCF-to remote SCF delay leads to an increase in 
gradient on all delay curves, except the one-domain configuration. The implication is that 
the critical point is now reduced to 20%. In other words, the six-domain configuration is the 
optimal choice, only if the inter-LCA traffic is less than 20% of the total traffic.
In Figure 28(c), all the configuration curves are shifted upwards compared to the reference 
case. That means an increase in SCF-to-SDF delay has the same effect on all the 
configurations. Note that the critical point still remains at 40%.
Figure 28(d) shows that the six-domain configuration is the optimal choice regardless of the 
proportion of inter-LCA traffic.
In summary, the impact of varying the delay values in different delay segments is illustrated 
in Figure 28. Thus, provided that the delay figures of a particular network are known, the
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network provider can perform a similar comparison to obtain the optimal number of 
domains in a network (ie. the optimal placement of UPT service data).
5.2.6. Impact of queuing delay on call establishment delay
Part of the call establishment delay is contributed by the queuing delay in the SN. This 
section investigates what [TB93] fails to address, which is the effect of queuing delay of the 
SN on tbe call establishment delay (of a UPT incoming call).
Recall from the Call Establishment of a UPT Incoming Call section, the queuing delay can be 
specified by the processor capacity and the arrival rate of messages. Therefore, the queuing 
delay of a SN (denoted as T) is determined by the processing capacity of the SN ( Cm ) and 







Therefore, to study the queuing delay of a SN, it is necessary to obtain Xm and Cm . This 
section derives the former parameter, and the latter parameter is then selected based on the 
network configuration under study, which will be explained further in Section 5.2.6.2.
5.2.6.1. Derivation of total traffic arriving at a service node
The network configuration under study is identical to the one presented in the previous 
section. Specifically, a network is assumed to consist of n LCAs and k domains. Each LCA is 
assumed to generate an equal amount of traffic, which is X messages per second. The 
signalling traffic is assumed to be made up of queries and response. Each query is assumed 
to generate a single response.
The signalling traffic entering a SN can be characterised by three different types of traffic:
(I) the traffic generated by the LCAs served by this SN,
(II) queries originated from other SNs (ie. remote SNs), and
(III) responses generated from remote SNs in response to queries generated by this SN. 











Thus, die total traffic entering a SN is obtained by adding these three types of traffic. 
Therefore, the total traffic entering a SN, X^ , is given by
As n = j (1 +  20)A
*  Equation 11
It is interesting to note that Equation 1 is only a special case of Equation 11 if n is equal k. 
Thus, the total traffic becomes
A'Sn  = (1 +  2/?)A
which is identical to Equation 1. Therefore, Equation 11 has shown to be more generic than 
the one derived in [TCM92].
5.2.6.2. Queuing Delay Analysis
The queuing analysis is based on a network with 6 LCAs (ie. n=6). The number of domains 
is varied to obtain different delay characteristics. The traffic generated by a LCA ( X ), is 
chosen to be 40 messages per second. By substituting X into Equation 11, one can calculate 
XSN. Since the number of domains varies in the study, the SN processing capacity is 
expected fco vary in order to match the changes in traffic loads. To establish a common 
ground for comparison, this study uses a fixed network processing capacity (or total 




To ensure the stability of a SN, CT should be adequately dimensioned so that a SN can 
service the maximum traffic load ( X ̂  ). In other words, the utilisation of the SN should
always less than 1, which is illustrated by Equation 12.
1 SN i <1
'SN Equation 12
From Equation 11, is at its maximum when both (3 and k equal to 1. If the utilisation 
is assumed to be 0.8, CT becomes 900 messages per second.
The queuing delay of a SN is calculated using Equation 10, and the calculated results are 
listed in Appendix C. The results are plotted in Figure 29 for comparison.
Queuing Delay 
(lamda=40)
Proportion of Inter-domain Traffic
Figure 29 - Queuing delay as inter-LCA traffic varies (A SN =40)
Figure 30 shows the combined delay by adding the queuing delay and the call establishment 
delay calculated in the previous section. The numerical results can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 30(a)-(d) - Call establishment delay (with queuing delay) as inter-LCA traffic
varies
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It can be seen from Figure 30 that the queuing delay only introduces a slight increase in the 
overall delay values. This is because the queuing delays are small compared to the overall 
call establishment delay. However, if the signalling delay values selected in each case are 
smaller, one would expect a more significant impact on call establishment delay.
5.2.7. Summary
Section 5.2 has studied the optimal placement of UPT service data from the perspective of 
UPT incoming call establishment delay. This section has shown that the delay of UPT 
incoming calls can be characterised by four different types of signalling delay. The 
occurrence probabilities of these four (signalling) traffic types have been derived. By 
establishing the traffic delay between FEs and using the occurrence probabilities derived, 
one can calculate the call establishment delay of UPT incoming calls. Various call 
establishment delay characteristics have been obtained, and they are used as the criterion for 
determining the optimal number of domains or SNs in a network.
From the call establishment delay characteristics, if the inter-LCA traffic is small, the 
configuration of one LCA per domain has been shown to be the optimal choice. As the inter- 
LCA traffic increases, a single domain that spans the whole network will be the optimal 
choice.
This section has derived a new equation that determines the total signalling traffic arriving 
at a SN. The new equation (refer to Equation 11), has been shown to be more generic than 
the one derived in [TCM92]. This equation can be used to calculate the queuing delay of a 
SN. Although the queuing delay obtained does not show significant impact on the overall 
call establishment delay, this may change depending on the delay between FEs. In 
particular, if the delay between FEs are much smaller than the ones used in this section, 
queuing delay will have a more significant impact on the overall call establishment delay.
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6. Conclusion
This thesis has studied the issues that have impact on UPT service provision over a single 
IN and multiple IN environment In the multiple IN environment, INpsTN-to-INpsTN and 
INpsTN~to-INpsxN/PLMN interaction issues have been discussed. Based on the issues 
discussed, the following conclusions can be drawn.
IN has been concluded to be a suitable network architecture for the provision of UPT 
service, because it supports all the UPT service access, service intelligence and service 
management requirements.
This thesis has identified and discussed the INpsiN'to-INpsrN interaction issues that have 
impact on the provision of UPT service over multiple INs. These issues include inter­
network traffic, storage of service data, INpsTN"t°-INpsTN interface points and call control 
related issues. Moreover, each type of UPT call scenario has been shown to be affected by 
some but not all the interaction issues. By studying the appropriate call scenarios, one can 
design a service provision scheme that can address all the discussed interaction issues.
The design of a new UPT service provision scheme, the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme, has 
been discussed to illustrate how interaction issues can be applied to the design of a service 
provision scheme. The CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is compared both qualitatively and 
quantitatively to the SCF-to-SCF scheme discussed in [FSY90], In particular, call 
establishment delay of a UPT incoming call is studied. Furthermore, a computer simulation 
of the two service provision schemes is included to verify the correctness of the theoretical 
results. The analysis concludes that the CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF scheme is suitable for the 
initial deployment of UPT service, while the SCF-to-SCF scheme is more applicable when 
the take-up of UPT service increases.
In addition, this thesis has investigated the issues involved in providing the UPT service in 
the PLMN environment By modelling the PLMN as an IN functional architecture, the 
interactions between a PLMN and other INs (in the PSTN) can be perceived as interactions 
between an INplmn and INspstn- It has been shown that this type of interaction should be 
discussed in the context of INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN interactions. As opposed to the INpstn- 
to-INpLMN approach presented in [P92].
In the design of an INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN service provision scheme, this thesis has 
suggested a new design technique to alleviate die design complexity. This technique 
involves de-coupling the design of an INpsTN-to-INpsTN/PLMN scheme into an INpsTN-to- 
INpsiN scheme and an INpsTN'to-INppMN scheme. The new technique allows network
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designers to breakdown complicated design problems, enabling them to concentrate on 
interaction issues related to each scheme. Since it is possible to construct service provision 
schemes based on the INpsxN_t°-INpsTN/PLMN approach, this thesis concludes that the UPT 
service can be provided in the PLMN.
In addition to the interaction issues discussed, this thesis studies the impact of queuing 
delay of a SN on the UPT incoming call establishment delay. Based on the signalling delay 
values (experimental values) used in [TB93], the queuing delay is found to be small 
compared to the overall call establishment delay.
During the derivation of the SN queuing delay, this thesis has derived a new equation that 
describes the signalling traffic arriving at a SN. The new equation has shown to be more 
generic than the one presented in [TCM92].
As a whole, this thesis has studied the service provision issues of UPT. In particular, IN-to- 
IN interaction issues between PSTNs and interaction issues between PSTNs and the PLMN 
have been discussed.
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Appendix A - Computer Simulation
A computer program called 'QSim' is written to simulate the behaviour of a Service Node 
(SN) in the SCF-to-SCF and CCF/ SCF-to-CCF/ SCF service provision schemes. The design of 
the simulation software is based on an object oriented methodology. This design 
methodology is chosen because it facilitates code reusability for different service provision 
schemes. In the simulation software, each network component is treated as an object For 
instance, a processor and a queue are designed as a server object and a queue object 
respectively. Thus, the simulation is made up of a collection of objects, which are listed as 
follows:
The input node which simulates the generated call traffic.
The object that describes a queue.
The object that describes a server or processor.
The object that stores call-related information.
The output node that collects data from call objects and calculates 
the call establishment delay.
Each call generates a packet, which is used to transverse through 
the simulated network. The packet type changes as it passes 
through different server objects. For example, a packet will be of 
type SCF-to-SDF query before it enters the File Processor (FP). 
When it leaves the FP, the packet type will have changed to SCF-to- 
SDF response.
With the exception of the server object, all the other objects can be used without 
modification for both of the service provision schemes, thus demonstrating the benefits of 
code reusability. The reason for modifying server objects is because the behaviour of each 
processor is different for each service provision scheme. Furthermore, the service rate of 
each processor is different in each service provision scheme. In addition, die simulation is 
based on Poisson arrival and service rates. The validity of the Poisson generator has been 
verified by comparing the simulated results of a M / M / l  queue with the theoretical results.
The comparison of the two service provision schemes is based on a network which has four 
regions: region 1 to 4. Each region is assumed to have a SN. Call objects are instantiated 
across all four regions. Since our interest is to study the traffic flow of a service node (SN). 








that are originated from or terminated at the reference region are studied. If a call is 
originated from and destined to the reference region, it is considered to be local. Otherwise 
the call is considered to be remote.
Different inter-domain traffic coefficients, /? , are used in the simulation to obtain different 
call establishment delays. For each inter-domain traffic coefficient, five simulation runs are 
performed (suggested in [MM87]), a sample mean is then taken from these runs using
where k is equal to five, and Y\,Y2y. . .^Yk aTe the results of each run. If these results are
assumed to be statistically independent, the confidence interval for each run, Y  + h f can 
calculated using the sample variance,
2 f m - y )2 
k  ( k - 1)
and the half-width interval,
^  ( ta/2;k - l ) 1/9
k u z
where ta/2k-\ is the upper quantile of the t distribution with k-1 degrees of freedom. The 
confidence level, 1 — a , is set to 0.95 in this case.
Each simulation run generates 40,000 calls throughout the whole network. This number is 
chosen as it provides a reasonable half-width interval. If uniform distribution is assumed, 
each region generates approximately 10,000 calls. To ensure the simulation follows closely 
with the operation of a real network, the output of each queue is fed into the input of 
another queue. In addition, to eliminate the "warm up" effect discussed in [MM87], the first 
250 ra ils  are discarded (see [MM87]) in the calculation of call establishment delay.









0 131.671341 12.20884 126
0.1 128.703171 4.095878 128
0.2 128.548035 8.562505 130
0.3 131.886276 16.957188 132
0.4 136.544434 3.934315 136
0.5 139.295319 5.819223 139
0.6 137.650482 11.237696 144
0.7 151.309494 13.573388 150
0.8 160.571762 9.476131 157
0.9 166.200912 6.353713 168
1 n /a n /a n /a







0 n /a n /a n /a
0.1 167.291962 5.275743 165
0.2 167.971802 8.408717 170
0.3 176.977463 17.294865 177
0.4 185.131836 5.824676 184
0.5 192.316544 4.151906 193
0.6 197.681442 11.350322 204
0.7 220.377441 13.457419 218
0.8 239.179153 14.32788 237
0.9 259.445679 9.521353 262
1 291.021301 11.198644 300
Table 8(b) - Sim ulation and theoretical results for remote traffic (SCF-to-SCF)
Inter-domain
traffic













Table 8(c) - Simulation and theoretical results for total traffic (SCF-to-SCF)
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The simulation and theoretical results for the CCF/ SCF-to-CCF/ SCF scheme are listed in 







0 50.166691 0.546358 50
0.1 53.780743 1.172074 53.5714286
0.2 58.42334 1.259 57.6923077
0.3 62.229656 1.208128 62.5
0.4 69.02523 1.213135 68.1818182
0.5 75.360222 1.137572 75
0.6 83.55426 2.182123 83.3333333
0.7 94.606056 2.261917 93.75
0.8 106.678528 3.962753 107.142857
0.9 126.647949 5.906492 125
1 n /a n /a n /a







0 n /a n /a n /a
0.1 106.79464 0.682224 107.142857
0.2 116.461426 2.246847 115.384615
0.3 124.213257 2.496666 125
0.4 137.690598 2.639962 136.363636
0.5 150.156403 2.075602 150
0.6 167.319366 4.714023 166.666667
0.7 189.216965 3.717506 187.5
0.8 212.125092 6.758661 214.285714
0.9 252.49556 14.02961 250
1 296.593323 7.328167 300

















Table 8(f) - Sim ulation and theoretical results for total traffic (CCF/SCF-to-CCF/SCF)
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Appendix B - Analytical results of UPT Service 
Data Distribution Strategy
The call establishment delay values listed in Table 9(a)-(d) are calculated using the values 
presented in Table 7. Note that all delay values are in milliseconds.
Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 766.7 734 700 600
0.2 766.7 782 764 680
0.4 766.7 830 828 760
0.6 766.7 878 892 840
0.8 766.7 926 956 920
1 766.7 974 1020 1000
Table 9(a) - Traffic delay for case A
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 766.7 734 700 600
0.2 766.7 830 828 760
0.4 766.7 926 956 920
0.6 766.7 1022 1084 1080
0.8 766.7 1118 1212 1240
1 766.7 1214 1340 1400
Table 9(b) - Traffic delay for case B
Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1166.7 1134 1100 1000
0.2 1166.7 1182 1164 1080
0.4 1166.7 1230 1228 1160
0.6 1166.7 1278 1294 1240
0.8 1166.7 1326 1356 1320
1 1166.7 1374 1420 1400
Table 9(c) - Traffic delay for case C
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Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1100 1002 900 600
0.2 1100 1050 964 680
0.4 1100 1098 1028 760
0.6 1100 1146 1092 840
0.8 1100 1194 1156 920
1 1100 1242 1220 1000
Table 9(d) - Traffic delay for case D
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Appendix C - Analytical results of Queuing Delay
The inter-domain traffic can be calculated using the following equation.
n ( k - 1) 
_k(n-l)_ r*
Assume that n is equal to six. The calculated inter-domain traffic values are listed in Table
10.
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 0 0 0 0
0.2 0 0.12 0.16 0.2
0.4 0 0.24 0.32 0.4
0.6 0 0.36 0.48 0.6
0.8 0 0.48 0.64 0.8
1 0 0.6 0.8 1
Table 10 - Inter-domain traffic values ( J 3 )
In addition the total traffic arriving at a SN can be obtained by applying the inter-domain 
traffic to the following equation.
A'Sn  = (1 +
Assume th at/l is equal to 40 messages per second, one can calculate the total traffic for 
different inter-domain coefficient values. The results are shown in Table 11.
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 240 120 80 40
0.2 240 148.8 105.6 56
0.4 240 177.6 131.2 72
0.6 240 206.4 156.8 88
0.8 240 235.2 182.4 104
1 240 264 208 120
Table 11 - Total traffic arriving at a service node ( )




The queuing delay values are shown in Table 12.
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1.5 3 4.5 9.1
0.2 1.5 3.3 5.1 10.6
0.4 1.5 3.7 5.9 12.8
0.6 1.5 4.1 7 16.1
0.8 1.5 4.7 8.5 21.7
1 1.5 5.4 10.9 33.3
Table 12 - Queuing delay for X =40 messages per second
By adding these queuing values to the traffic delay values listed in Table 9(a)-(d), the total 
delay can be calculated, and these results are shown in Table 13(a)-(d).
Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 768.2 737 704.5 609.1
0.2 768.2 785.3 769.1 690.6
0.4 768.2 833.7 833.9 772.8
0.6 768.2 882.1 899 856.1
0.8 768.2 930.7 964.5 941.7
1 768.2 979.4 1030.9 1033.3
Table 13(a) - Traffic delay for case A (with queuing delay)
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 768.2 737 704.5 609.1
0.2 768.2 833.3 833.1 770.6
0.4 768.2 929.7 961.9 932.8
0.6 768.2 1026.1 1091 1096.1
0.8 768.2 1122.7 1220.5 1261.7
1 768.2 1219.4 1350.9 1433.3
Table 13(b) - Traffic delay for case B (with queuing delay)
Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1168.2 1137 1104.5 1009.1
0.2 1168.2 1185.3 1169.1 1090.6
0.4 1168.2 1233.7 1233.9 1172.8
0.6 1168.2 1282.1 1301 1256.1
0.8 1168.2 1330.7 1364.5 1341.7
1 1168.2 1379.4 1430.9 1433.3
Table 13(c) - Traffic delay for case C (with queuing delay)
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r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1101.5 1005 904.5 609.1
0.2 1101.5 1053.3 969.1 690.6
0.4 1101.5 1101.7 1033.9 772.8
0.6 1101.5 1150.1 1099 856.1
0.8 1101.5 1198.7 1164.5 941.7
1 1101.5 1247.4 1230.9 1033.3
Table 13(d) - Traffic delay for case D (with queuing delay)
Table 14 lists the total traffic arriving at a SN (Xm ) for X equals to 45 messages per 
second. The corresponding queuing delay values are shown in Table 15.
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 270 135 90 45
0.2 270 167.4 118.8 63
0.4 270 199.8 147.6 81
0.6 270 232.2 176.4 99
0.8 270 264.6 205.2 117
1 270 297 234 135
Table 14 - Total traffic arriving at a service node ( l w )
Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1.6 3.2 4.8 9.5
0.2 1.6 3.5 5.5 11.5
0.4 1.6 4 6.6 14.5
0.6 1.6 4.6 8.1 19.6
0.8 1.6 5.4 10.5 30.3
1 1.6 6.5 15.1 66.7
Table 15 - Queuing delay for X =45 messages per second
To obtain the total delay, the queuing delay is added to the traffic delay calculated in Table 
9(a)-(d). The total delay values are shown in Table 16(a)-(d).
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Y k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 768.3 737.2 704.8 609.5
0.2 768.3 785.5 769.5 691.5
0.4 768.3 834 834.6 774.5
0.6 768.3 882.6 900.1 859.6
0.8 768.3 931.4 966.5 950.3
1 768.3 980.5 1035.1 1066.7
Table 16(a) - Traffic delay for case A (with queuing delay)
Gamma k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 768.3 737.2 704.8 609.5
0.2 768.3 833.5 833.5 771.5
0.4 768.3 930 962.6 934.5
0.6 768.3 1026.6 1092.1 1099.6
0.8 768.3 1123.4 1222.5 1270.3
1 768.3 1220.5 1355.1 1466.7
Table 16(b) - Traffic delay for case B (with queuing delay)
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1168.3 1137.2 1104.8 1009.5
0.2 1168.3 1185.5 1169.5 1091.5
0.4 1168.3 1234 1234.6 1174.5
0.6 1168.3 1282.6 1302.1 1259.6
0.8 1168.3 1331.4 1366.5 1350.3
1 1168.3 1380.5 1435.1 1466.7
Table 16(c) - Traffic delay for case C (with queuing delay)
r k=l k=2 k=3 k=6
0 1101.6 1005.2 904.8 609.5
0.2 1101.6 1053.5 969.5 691.5
0.4 1101.6 1102 1034.6 774.5
0.6 1101.6 1150.6 1100.1 859.6
0.8 1101.6 1199.4 1166.5 950.3
1 1101.6 1248.5 1235.1 1066.7
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